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the knob is the key to the child clopmcnt
A child de.elopy best in a healthy environment, with proper
nutrition, lining care, and actne stimulation
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1. Mexico: loving care

2. Germany (FR) ihrlush parents and children play and
learn together

3. Belgium a grandfather helps the children read

4. Malaysia breastfeeding provides a healthy start in life
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experience
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Introduction
by the

Chairman
of the Board of

Trustees

the last esei public account of the work ul OK
Bernard can I eel I oundation was published

lust two seals ago Publication of the lepoit.
under the title \heillaMe in earls childhood
care and education was an indication of the
growth III the minium of the oigamsation, of a
feelino that. afire almost two decades at
piomoting new approaches to the education (It
the chsathantaged child, the Foundation was
leads to make a public testimonial On its
tiCe(11111,11S11111ell IS The Biennial Repot t, 111LI1
owered the ems, 9S4 and 1985. prosed to he
an outstanding success and contlibuted to an
mcicase in public awaieness duoughout the
world about the Foundation and its walk and,
allow all. about its stance in the alca of early
childhood

11ns second Biennial Report owe! s a period in
which the Foundation's piol.,:ramme has
continued to pow, in which there has been
steadily incicasing confidence in the rekwance
the Foundations message. and in which the
Foundation's Board of Tiustees has placed e'en
mote stiess on the importance of eoilsesinc that
message to as wide an audience as possible.

the period undct icwiew has witnessed some
historic changes in the Foundation It saw the
ichrement from the Board of Tiustees. at the
end of 1986. of alt Oscar can Leer, to whom a
great debt is owed Oscar can Leer was
associated with the Foundation since its cleation
in 1949. was Chairman between 1963 aim 1983,
and continued to seise until 1986 He pointed
the was towards earls childhood as the Ise\ area
upon which The Foundations efforts should be
concentrated

[bete were also social changes in ClIttit 11100,11p
from 1)1 A at Dant/1g to Piofessoi P

Zusman in an acting capa;:it. and /math to
myself. Iluoughout, however, the policy and
purpose of the Foundation has icmained cleat
and constant to leach the young child in
whatevei war is most beneficial to that child in
the conditions in which he she Ines The
Foundation's style is that of the imperceptible
mici%ener, walking for change in a 'minim
iespectful of all that the child knows and
experiences

The glow th in the Foundation's wink led to
anodic] change when. in the middle of 1987, the

headquarters were moved from two canal houses
to a modem office building with its own
pailiculai Ban '1 he [lime hom Koninginnegiacht
to I tscnhuaellaan was a Illottlent011 one toil
those imm"hat,..k, in\ oked, and tot others we
hope that the Hummed facilities in the new
ottices w 11 enhance the Nei% ices which the
I ()imitation is able to oiler

Dining the two seals !Andel Ieslew the Board 01
instees apposed support tot 33 mato' new

protests and 28 e \tensions of punk:cis, including
dissemination and outleach phases I his
amounted, in total, to a sum at applommateb,
1)11 s4 million in money calmaiked tor piojects
I his tem esents. howcwei. only pan of the total
funding duccted towards the needs of
chsackiditaged children thiough the Foundation's
intei%ention lo that sum can be added an
amount of applo\imaiel the same older which
IS a% allablc in itifilltelpatt tunding and sel %ices
which come tiom the Foundations partners
throughout the world

It is this pahneiship which is the hallmaik of the
0Whi,111011.N operations 1 he Foundation is
Mel% ,Mate of the 11111Ittlt1011 of what 1110fleV

alone can do and. coirespondim,,. of the
limitations of technical As istancc The da,s of
grants-m-aid ale mei. as are the dais of the all-
know mg inteinational e\peit descending from
the meinight flight with the lead \ -made answers
to pioblems which air unique to each societ\.
The Foundation's iesources monetar people.
documented e \pericnees can ci eau: the space
aril stimulus w herelw local people ha%c the
possibility of bimging their own perceptions to
beat on their own ploblems, enriched perhaps
some emelt!' exposure to the evehence al
odic' s

Here. I behoe. the Foundation has something
110s to gRe and to say

by

Fhc past two cais hase demolish med. once
again, that the !tinge and qualit of the
Foundation's work hinges cluciall on the quality
of its stall. The tact that the Foundation is able
to lepoit lullhcl dcwelopmenis in its growth and
militia% during this poiod should. thelefole. be
recognised as a considerable tobute to the stall
in 1 he Hague and those workers in profcets
throughout the international IleN.011., whose
unceasing %wits is Tell, de(' in these pages,
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Programme review,

1986-1987
by rho Executive

Director

o take a %%WM \ 10% of earls childhoodT
/ des elopment implies a sometimes sharp
departure from the occasionally cosy limy else of

sandpits and modelling clay, plastic toys
and psychological stimulation It demands
an awareness that this area of education,
above all others. is culturally dictated and
has to be sieved in terms of the needs
not Just of young children, but of then
parents, their families and indeed of the
whole social and physical w odd to
which the child belongs When Yiewed
from this perspective. ins olYement
early' childhood development
becomes a mutual process. affecting

3 children and adults, building skills
1-6 and competence in all parties so as

to support and consolidate the
transactional process between children and those
who care for them.

abOvc. a (1111d Irom

northern Vont al. %there
a I ourttlimo,i-supportc,1
prop:( t a in huh
the laonn people

The results of this can already be seen. albeit
impressionistically Fol example. the sight of
Chocti parents in Colombia, lot tilled by their
home learning expel iences. turning their hand to
the successful community control of malaria.
young mothers in Liverpool in the United
Kingdom, living hitherto in isolation in bleak
apartment blocks, developing out of their
playgroup structure consumers' cooperatives on
the one hand and, on the other. becoming
graduates of the Open Uffisermt), in Alabama.
I. \. organised mothers invoked in community
day-care reYersing the State government's plans
to eliminate support for day-care; in Peru. self-
help community groups constructing and staffing
their own schools and 1110 \ nig on to address
problems of water supply, roads, food and
hygiene: in Boston. USA. mothers w Hking
alongside professionals in community day-care.
ensuring supplies of fresh food in depressed
housing areas, stimulating second-chance
education for patents, and addressing the thorny
issue of child safety in the streets: in Kenya,
parents' self-help groups constructing and
staffing more than 700 pie-school centres
throughout the nation: and, at the same time.
including in their sot k food production,
immunisation and craft activities: in Thailand, in
the midst of the desperation of the camps for
Khmer refugees, the women's groups setting up
child care facilities within the setting of their
own craft and food production. integrating
children's learning and parental self-help.

3 '10

Willem H. Welling

I he key is that the people we so easily label as
'thsathantaged. hake taken charge of then
children's and their own education and destiny
and are shaping these according to then needs,
not according to the pliorines imposed by
others

Despite these positiYe trends, high rates of infant
nun tality. in particular. remain a shocking
indictment of the world's priorities and it is right
that goyernments and other organisations should
continue to figl t to bring them down. Many
Foundation-styported pio.ieLts, though primarily
'educational' in their original inspiration. are
now io.corporating primary health care. nutrition
and sanitation into their work. The rationale for
this approach is clear. Child stirs is al measures
must be accompanied by an equal stress on child
development if the benefits of promoting
immunisation, breastfeeding, oral rehydration
and the use of growth monitoring charts are not
to be subsequently dissipated. Child
development in the context of widespread and
acute disadvantage requires a focus not only on
children, but also on then parents and the
household 0.201101111, the mobilisation of support
groups among local mothers, and the harnessing
of the community's resources in the interest of
improved child care.

In this contest, child care and development
present a new set of problems. In many societies
suffering from family bleakdown. w here fathers
haye migrated in search of work. the female head
of the household must take on new roles. In
lurid areas she must function as agiicultural
worker. food producer, processor and vendor as
well as prosider of child care. Grandmothers can
no longer act as care-givers because they too
must work in order to survive. The problem is
bow to reconcile the mother's need to work with
the child's need lot care at a time when
traditional mechanisms of child care are
collapsing. Political will combined with technical
resources can make an impact on infant
mortality: that is to the credit of everyone
involved. But at the same time, these
intei yentions must be allied with a longer-term
approach to the fundamental question of what
the world has to offer the suviyos by way of
educational and vocational opportunities.
security of family and community life and the
chance to dodo') fully as individuals and as
contributors to society.
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Concern \' nth the s' hole child characterises mans
Foundation supported projects Phis means
more than the coordination of different scr\ ices.
it means seeing Call\ childhood care and
education as integral to the deselopment tit
children. their patents. other famth memhets
and the community The learners schethei
children or adults become the source and
sublect tit a process of change. rather than the
passike objects of educational or whet sei lees
It is a hind process tot all concerned Patents.
unite, alued by plOteY,1011t111\ -directed ser\
ha\e to rebuild their confidence and then
capacity to take charge of their (mil and that
ihildien's II\ es. 'Educators' schether in health.
notation 01 the formal education sector ha\ e
to learn to \ alue the skills and resources of the
disad \ antaged

rhe char p message of 'child ',lit \I\ al' taises
consuousness It Illoblke`, IeWllIce,, and
energises sluggish bureaucracies \\ ithout doubt,
It s,\ lines The Foundation makes no claim to
ha\ e disco\ erect a single. simple solution to the
problems of the \\ orld's disathantaged duldien
Bill the lessons of haid-\\ on experience
incieasingly slum that the issue ot \\ hat happens
after sun \ is al can be addressed. The message is
about working togetiler \\ oh people as rc 0t11-Ce`,

in a non-paternalistic \\ ay. ins ()king them ,0 an
alternative. sustainable approach to the

4 11

deselopment of children, their families and
communities. \\ Ilia they themsebes

In 19 8() the Foundation produced the Hist
PUNIC' account ot kkolk throughout the (wild.
a biennial lepoit co\ cling the ycais 4 an I
19 5 1 he present iepoit exploies
year, in the lifetime ot the institution. seals of
gio\\ th not so much in the \ olume of mono
inkested but in its unique chatactei I he
13ematd \ an Feel Foundation is in tact not a
funding oigamsation not a donut agenc\ in the
usual sense ot these phi ases. It identities and
initiates plojects, supports them financially,
monitors them. and ()nets technical and
professional backing In then execution

No\ projects acre the outcome of a complex and
detailed process of prospection by Foundation
staff, They onginatc from a \ army of sources.
including assessmeats ot national needs, a VIliC
netssot6 01 contacts throughout the (Wild. as
\\ CH as sometimes ansinl.: nom (Meet
applications. Retoic these can he translated into
proposals \\ luch can be placed befoic the
Foundation's Board 01 Trustees. considerable
enquities and usually on ante \ kits ate
conducted

both
the potential protects. and to mestigate their

and national le\ el ale unsoiled and inc\itably the
amnion rate is high. of man\ ptospeen\ c
schemes. less ,1.11\ e the ploeeY, of prospection
to proposal stage.

One of the distinguisning !cantles of the
Foundation is that it also seeks to learn hum its
men \\ (ilk and. incteasingh, to examine the
undo ly pioee,,ses that span the many piojeets
in its plogramme 'I his esaluation aspect ol the
Foundation is not an end in itself, but links
chlecth sstth its desire to communicate the
findings to a \\ uler vorld. and to in \ ohe itself in
a dialogue about the nature and style of the
inters E\ ablation is. thcielore, pail ()I the
Foundation's recognition 01 the need to linos
not only \\ hethei projects hase been successful
in their efforts, but also, and increasingly; to try



and understand \\ 11\ the succeed. so that the
Foundation can impiox e the of the
support It can otter Its mill\ 'dual projects Suih
knoxiledge not milk duectI\ atteits the poliiies
of the I mutilation but 1% Ill. \ ht. made
axadable to the international communth
imoked IIII Call\ childhood etillt.alion and
Late. to COnlliblIle to a \killer Undelslanding of
the lessons diaiin from the held

Perhaps dle most ihailenging aspect of tile
I mtilation's xiotk is that it seeks to
LontimmiLate pimects' tindings and ,ippioadies
to a Idel 111C11 Is Concer ned \kith
education as it relates to the disadiantaged child
and tamth. The maim task. still to he tull
discharged. is that of communicating the

abaie mothem impaling
food, the Glahamstoltn
ploje(t. .South .1111(a

Foundation's thinking and experience among
established lees to the oung child. \ \'e knoxi
\\ e hac a message \\mill conic\ mg. There is a
need to pelted the mechanisms for eonie)ing

The 198(I 1987 period theietme siunessed a
geneud increase in the tempo of the
Foundation's gasifies 1 he Foundation nose
\kinks \kith 121 projects in 41 countries It \iris a
time of increasing contact bemeen the
Foundation and projects in the held. Ness
national netximk structures emerged for 111,,
exchange of project ideas and for mutual
reinforcement. The publications and media
programme \kits stepped up considerabl). The
Foundation's N tn\ NIcuei Is nmi cuculated to 58
countries. A synthesis of the NO% slellei
produced in Spanish or a yearly basis Seminal
reports \\ here appropriate arc published in
sanous languages. The report of the 1986 Lima
Seminar \ki,. to; example, published in English.
Spanish and Portuguese The Lima report in
itself was something of a best-seller having for
the lira time to he reprinted. A 110% series of
Occasional Papers sas launched treating
pat ticulat thematic areas of concern to the
Foundation in greater depth A 110% film and
:Rico series has been introduced. "their base
been six maim advisor) missions and tour
seminars and iioikshops directly run his the
Foundation.

5

Fite international seminal programme has been
the main chicle of iommuniiation "I he pie-
eminence of the patent as the eluld's prime
eduiatoi xias the theme of the I mutilation s
I ouith Weston Ilemispheri Senunur xxas

held in l tma. Peru, in \lax 19S(r, Par niipants
suessed the limas of Lomentional pre-sihool
stiategiis and spelled out the essential tole of
the tdolti aehlexinm . the health\ deselopnient on
all aspects) ding children does not, in the
List anal\ sis. depend on placing them in
institutions of one tipe in another Rather the
issue Is to sei.un: v,a\s of tot titing the Limit) in
its task as 'mime educator

A specitic aspect of this theme \( as de \ ClOped
further in \member N87 b\ the paint:wants at
the Foundation's I hud I-astern Ilemisphele
Seminal \kilit.11 X% as held in Noieastle..\ustialia.
The ihallenges lacing patents. Lommunines a
professionals in meeting the needs of diddle!, at
the margin kkere seen to hale no easy solutions.
The sense of poxiellessness among families and
Communities \\hick ha\e. loi a \alio) of
reasons. been shanded outside the mainstream
of de\ clopment. I> transmuted rapidly to the
children. leading to a seeming') unbreakable

(thole Afghan lefugee% hanytng up a (rattle 1011( II they
have made m a letugee amp In Pahman

110 !Mal ll luta] of depression Again.
parmipants came to the conclusion that the
insoliement of ,..ommunines IIl programmes for
change is of paramount importance.

St:11110:N such as these phi a key role in the
doelopment of the Foundation's knoiiledge
about earl childhood. I3 bringing together
polit)-makers. at:mit:Imes. educational planners
and plactitioneis limn sailed backgrounds and
euFtires a,,," pooling then knosi,ledge and
e\pttiences, it is possible to aunr at



top. children in the
project for families in
caravan parks, Ills/m/1a
abovc Projeto Pou
educational alternatives
for pre-school children in
a deprived urban area,
Piaui State, Brazil

conclusions which are the remilts of first-hand
practice, rather than of pure re!

The issue of institutionalisation has always been
an important one for the Foundation This
is not just a question of the sustainabdity of
a project after the Foundation's \\ ithdrayyal
but of the incorporation of the methods
and ideas into existing institutions. One
way of ensuring this is through training,
both influencing the content and

4, methods of existing training courses.
and the setting up of new ones. Tyyo
examples of the latter have occurred
in the mo years under reyie\Y. the
establishment of an in-service
Bachelor of Education degree
course in early childhood

education at the University, of the West
Indies in Jamaica and the accredited
Fundamentals of Child Care and
Development course in Singapore Such
courses not only pros ide opportunities
for career adyancement for early
childhood yyorkers. they establish
early childhood as a fit subject for
advanced level study in a context
attuned to the students' own
cultures.

The period under ievie\Y has seen neyy ground
being broken. Already the geographical span of
the Foundation's \\ ork stretches from Alaska in
the United States to Argentina in Latin Ameiica
in the Western Hemisphere, and to Australasia
in the Eastern Hemisphere, co\ cring countries of
all levels of development and many efficient
philosophies and ideologies. New operations
have been started in countries such as China
(PR) and New Zealand, offering different

6

1:thiopian homer, making esikational nuiteriab as
part of their training as pain-piolessionals In the 'kid

project in Israel

challenges. in the case 01 China, a \ ast and
diverse set of needs in the alea of early
childhood yy as presented. agreement being
reached finally v ith the Central Institute loi
Education'! risesearch Hi Beijing to explore
Jointly the training of Irmal pre-school yy of kers
and the support of rut al families. The
prospects for the future in this regard ale \ cry
considerable. In Neyy Zealand. the Foundation in
collaboration y\ ith the national Ministry of
Education has initiated a programme tot
upgrading the quality of self-help day care \\ !thin
the Pacific Islanders' community.

Similarly in the area of refugees, the Foundation
has made important no\ in toads in Thailand
y,ith Cambodian refugees, and in Pakistan with
Afghan refugees. The indication is that even in
situations of greatest human distress, the
Foundation's message that mere child survival is
not enough. that care for the child must be
coupled with concern for the clrld's
development, makes sense. This would seem to
be the message for the future.

1 will be retiring as Chief Executive Officer of
the Foundation by the end of 1988 in fact, this
Programme ReY icyy is the last to appeal under
my signature. Therefore I may be permitted a
few personal remarks.

Haying been associated \\ ith the Foundation for
slightly more than 20 years has by itself been a
stimulating and \\ onderful experience. Working
yyith all those in the netyyork associated yy ith
projects and at the Foundation's headquarters
here in The Hague is unforgettable. It has been
equally gratifying to \York together o\ er the
years y\ ith d Board of Trustees 01 Mall1 talents
and peispectives.

The Bernard \ an Leer Foundation has nmer
built memorials in glass and stone to its
humanitarian cudea\ our. It has in\ ested instead,
in the empowerment of and in enhancing the
dignity of those many people throughout the
yy (aid yy ho find du:inset\ es in situations of often
crippling disathantage. It has committed itself to
fostering, \\ Rhin these communities, people's
oyYn talents fur proyiding self-help education
and care for their children arguably a more
Tasting \\ay foryyard for hum:uty. These :11111S
\\ ill remain at the heart of the Foundation's
efforts.

It is for this reason that I look forward to the
years ahead, confident in the Foundation's future
and in the continued \ alidity of its mission,
\\ hid] remains to secure 'ley\ opportunities
adyaneenicrit of the disadvantaged child. These

throughout the \\ arid, can be slue that
the Bernard \ an Leci Foundation \kill continue
to sere as an innoyatm and an adyocate iii
defence of then intelests.



The Foundation's
Programme
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This report on the Foundation\ cm lent
/ piogiamme dRided geographically into
tour legions. Ali wit, Asia and the Pacific.

mope. and the Western Hemisphere. Each
IC tonal section contains an introduction, a table
of the current major projects being supported in
that region, and special teattue articles on
specific projects which illustrate the work being
undertaken.

In the tables of projects. each one is identified
b) the name of its sponsor the agency (or
agencies) formally responsible for its
implementation (Riling 1986-1987 and its title.
Descriptions of projects are not included in this
Report but can be tound in the Foundation\
publication Current Programme. editions of
which were published in Nmembei 1986 and
March 1955.

The column headed 'initiated' 'refers to the ear
in which project aciisities under a Foundation
giant stinted. The column headed 'duration'
refers to the number of %ears foi which
I-oundation support has been appimed as of
December 1987. In the case of some protects
approved duling 1987. the date under 'initiated
is shown as 1988

The columns headed commitment in 1)11' show
the amounts of 'none) in Dutch Guilders which
have been committed b the Foundation, not
actual paments. The lust of these columns
shows the total amount committed foi all phases
of the project since its inception up to the end of
1987. The second column, 'committed 1956
I957' identifies the proportion committed during
the period covered by the Report. It should be
noted that these figures icier to the maximum
amount committed. in Dutch Guilders. at the
time the project was approved by the
Foundation's Board of Trustees

The Foundation usuall supports major protects
for periods of three ears at a time. Decisions to
support a major project ate taken by the
Foundation's Board of Trustees on the basis of
information supplied by the prospective project
and by Foundation stall, In many in,tances,
support is given for a further time year period
of operations and, where applicable, approval
may be given by the Board of Tiustees for
further phases of outreach and,or dissemination
In the summary tables of this Report these
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The Framework of this Report

diffeient project phases ha%e been grouped
together where applicable

A sum totalling approximately NI. 54 million
was earmarked during the period under roiew
including a number of small grants which are not
listed here. These took the form of contributions
to humanitarian appeals in response to natural
disasters in countries in which the Foundation
was already active, and other small one-time
giants to support work related to the
Foundation\ field of concern.

The major area of growth during 1986 -1957 was
in the \Nestein Hemisphere where 15 new
projects were approved ;including tour in Brazil
and three in Colombia) and 10 extensions. These
new and continuing projects. together with those
in operation before the period under review.
amount to a total of 116 major projects which
are listed in the tables which follow.

The iegional sections are followed by
intim illation about the actmes of the
Foundation's international Network of projects.
including a selection of Network events which
took place during the two %ears, The final
section in this part of the Report describes
publications and media which have been
produced b the Foundation and b) the projects
%Ouch it supports. A Financial Report at the end
completes the 1:\ iew of 1986-1987.



The Programme
Africa

The plight of cluldien in Africa \\ a, sets much
/ in the headlines mei the past MO years The
famine conditions in the Sahel, the Horn of
Attica and in parts of southern Ali Ica have
touched the hearts and minds of many people
throughout the \Not Id as attempts \\ ere made to
halt the \\ idesplead effects of staivation and
destitution

Yet underlying the headlines is the need to deal
.ot only \Nith the question of basic survival, but

also the development of the child Child survival
and child development air two sides of the same
coin, and many of the Foundation-supported
projects in Africa have integrated measures to
imploye child health and nutrition \Nall efforts to
upgrade the provision of pre-school education.

All the African piotects supported by the
Foundation during 1986-1987 took as their
suiting point the need to involve the community
and patents in planning and implementing early
childhood cafe and education programmes.

Community my okement has also reinforced the
use of local languages, cultures and traditions as
a primacy resource foi learmng materials. In
Kenya, fin example. the recognition that much of
the material used in pie-schools was foreign in
concept and content has led to the development
of a curriculum \\111C11 is educationally suitable
and locally reit:\ ant. Teachers encouraged people
in their communities collect stories, poems,
liddles and games which were then introduced
into learning, teaching activities.

Ness protects lime been supported in Morocco
\\ het e a no\ approach to pre-school teaches
limning is being deNeloped. and in Nigeria \\ here
community-based \\ omen's organisations are
being equipped to take on a wide range of
programmes including child caw, patent
education. imployed food production and
processing, and nutlition and primly health
care.

In South Attica, \\ here the Foundation has
supported efforts to oyei come disadvantage and
injustice since' the nineteen-sixties, the six
existing protects, and a IleNN seventh protect
initiated in 1987, have established a national
network to exchange experiences and to shaie in
ttaining programmes. The Foundation has made
a conscious and deliberate decision to continue
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working in South Africa. within its own field 01
endemour. to counter the effects of disadvantage
and injustice among young childien and their
families. concentrating an piolects among the
Black. Indian and ('olouied communities. It \Sas
in South Attica that the Foundation's lust
deliberatcly planned endeayoul in calls
childhood education in Alma was made, in the
loim of the Athlone Early Learning Centre. This
idea say pioneeied in the Cape and lepheated to
modified Iuims in Soyeto. Chatsyyorth near
Durban. and at St Mali's inZimbabsse.

The St Mary's Early Leamung Centre. supported
by the Foundation from 1977 until 1984, is now
sun by the Zimbabwe Government. and is being
utilised for tiaming in the new project which the

WIP

above: Maraliku, Machakos Mettler, Kenya

Foundation is suppe. ting in that country. This
ambitious programme aims to train and support
pre-school surfers in the more than three
thousand pre-schools \Sikh exist largely as a
result of self-help efforts.

Conditions in Mozambique hale reached crisis
proportions &ling the years under iesiess
Despite famine, diought and fighting, the
goveinment of that country is implementing a
pre-school programme \\111C11 is described in
more detail in the special report on page II.
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Zimbabwe
Botswana

waziland
Lesotho

Ministry of Education
National Centre for Early Childhood Education
(NACECE)

Ministere de la Jeunesse et des Sports &
University Mohammed V (Ministry of Youth and
Sport and Mohammed V University)
Pilot Ire- school teacher training prograrnme

Ministerio da Satide (Ministry of Health)
Community based services for young children

Unicef (Nigeria)
Improving basic child care and child development
in the early years

Entokozweni Early Learning and Community
Services Centre
Early learning in Soweto, Johannesburg

Community Education and Development Trust
Chatsworth Early Learning Centre, Durban

Rural Pre-School Development Trust
Ntataise experimental pre-school project for
children of farm labourers, Viljoenskroon

Centre for Social Development, Rhodes
University
Training for early childhood care and education in
Grahamstown

I
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Commitment
in Dfl

Initiated Duration Total ",o Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

1984 6 2,789,900 1,539,900

1986 3 925,500

1985 4 1,000,000 100,000

1987 4 1,405,600 1,405,600

1974 16 4,794,000 1,044,000

1976 15 2,607,400 826,000

1981 10 953,600 432,900

1983 8 623,900 398,900



right tloro< c 0 where

the I °ululation is
supporting a 1)1lot pre-
school teacher training
programme
below children helping
huh the (lath chores.
Nigeria

.7.

Commitment
in Dfl

Initiated Duration Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

Western Cape Foundation for Community Work
Pre-school training and support project (formerly
Athlone Early Learning Centre sponsored by the
Cape Educational Trust) 1986 5 237,500 237,500

East London and Border Society for Early
Childhood Education
In-service training and support for early childhood
education 1987 41/2 497,500 497,500

Community Education and Development Trust
South African network coordination 1987 5 97,500 97,500

Governments of Botswana, Lesotho and
Swaziland
Enhancing national capacity in early childhood
care and education 1986 4 1,347,800

Foundation for Education with Production (FEP
International)
Pre-school, health and adult education in a rural
settlement area 1984 4 521,500

Ministry of Community Development and
Women's Affairs
Rural pre-schools project 1986 3 847,900

10



Special report:

Mozambique

Children,

the trampled
purvey)

S(mice \loiambique gamed its independence
trom the Pourguese in 1 k) -5. it has not onls

had to deal ss ith the mans problems lett his scars
lit negligc.a colonial rule. it has also laced

indium and economic pressures as ss ell
as a number ot natural disasters.

-I he legacy of colonial rule lett Nloiambique ss ith
minimal health and social sersices ss Inch ss
limited to urban meas. a laigels uneducated
population and a lack ot trained personnel. pool
infrastructure ss ithin the country, except for a
communications nets\ ork linking the
neighbouring English speaking commies ss Oh

the Mo/ambican ports of Maputo. Beira and
Nacala. and employment restileted main') to the
losses lock. piincipalls in the font of cheap
!about for the mines and farms of South Aflica,

The goseinment's national leconsnuction plan.
diassn up atter independence. aimed at
deseloping a more independent econom\. gis mg
pimlit) to the agricultinal sector, extending
health seisices to rural areas. gis mg p"u"ts to
prunins health care. and extending schooling to
rural areas in an attempt to wise tackles lock,
Some Fogless ssas made. Bets\ eel) 1975 and
1981. the numbei of peripheral health units rose
from Just uncle' 500 to over 1.000. and illitetac
rates dropped front 93 pet cent to 72 per cent.
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These chart, acre set hack his increasing
problems as a result of measuies taken b) the
South Atitean go\ eminent to reduce the
numbers of \lc/ambit:an miners gisen ss olk
per nuts to \sorts in South Atiica (from 120.00))
in the eau is 1970 s to 41.00(1 in 1986). and to
'educe the total \ olumc and \ aluc of goods
transhipped twin South Attica fluough Maputo
logethei. these measuies meant a scseie loss in
enuttances and tesenue

At the same time. the \ANIL (the opposition
knees lighting the Nloiambican goseinment)
hase been stepping up then attacks in most parts
ot the count's. Fins has meant that over 4(1 per
Lent 01 the national budget has had to he
allocated to detence. thus dianung the already
scale(' resoinces asailable lot social and
ec(,iontie deselopment 1his desperate situation
s\ as made esen \wise bs a series of natural
disasters. oclones in 1979 and 1984. the ssorst
drought lit histim hetsseen 1981) and 1984.
folios\ ed bs tloods in 1985.

Tragedy of the children

The late President of Mozambique. Santora
Mach& 'denied to his country's children as 'the
flosseis that neser swim'. The itagedy is that
he are being trampled upon.

.\11110t tisk: million people are attected his the
combined effects of lighting and natural
disasters and requite food aid. Ot these, an
estimated (\so aie child n. At least 1.5
million people hase been displaced horn their
homes. and mei 250,000 people have been
forced to flee into neighbouring countries.

Thousands base died ss lute many others.
including children. base been captured by the
N1NR Infant and child inoi talus Imes are
estimated to be the highest in the \\odd. ss Ileac a
small child dies ewe s tour minutes Infant
mortaht rs 200 per thousand per eal. and the
mortality rate of addict] under use is an .

aserage of 350 per thousand pet seal. The
continuing hostilities }rase resulted in the
bieakdossn of the social fabri disruption of
health and education facilities. dislocation of
families. and loss of fund production

Official action

Lune piosision for soling childien existed ss hen
Mozambique became independent The nos
go\ ailment set up duce types of children's
(mines. creches attached to tactomes. the
Mintsti) of Health's children's (mines. and
L011111111110 centies "I he facto's creches
Latct matnl tot children (0-2 yea's) of
cmploee.1 he Monism's children's centres are
lai,t,e1s urban but only seise a small number of
children aged up to 7 seals, I he gist; prioin) to
children how seseiels disads antaged
backgrounds and of \\inking mothers
\ !Hale came, anc oigamsed his local
communities. on an impimised basis. ss ith some
financial support nom the gime' nment

I hioughout the sstem. there need for
training and the upgiading of skills in order to



reorient a rigid imported model which is not
adapted to Mozambican culture to child
development based on alternative low-cost,
potentially large-scale child intervention
programmes It is in this area that the Bernard
van Leer Foundation is working with the
Ministry of Health, which is responsible for
work with children aged up to 6 years, but
Includes children up to 10 years old when they
have no family support

The project

The specific objectives of the project are to set
up programmes for young children in the more
recently established neighbourhood activity
centres; upgrade and expand the system of
factory creches by both enhancing parental
participation and improving the understanding
and skills of the Young Child Agents (young
people involved in the care of pre-school
children), avoid the displacement of children in
famine-affected areas by developing back-up
services to families prepared to adopt
abandoned children; and strengthen the skills of
the professional staff at the Ministry of Health
and improve their understanding of low-cost,
community-based early childhood programmes.

Neighbourhood activity centres

The neighbourhood activity centres or locois de
tecreio are set up with the help of the
Directorate for Social Action (Direcoio Nacional
de Acciio Social). The directorate becomes
involved when a bairro or district has already
established an area for the centre, whether it be
in the open or in a covered space. The
neighbourhood activity centre aims to bring
together parents and care givers to increase the
child development skills of both groups. The
mothers are also encouraged to participate in
food production activities for the benefit of their
children.

Two pilot schemes were set up in 1986 in
Maputo City and Cabo Delgado province where
there were the fewest security problems. The
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left a 'green zone'
below health ethtcnt,on

centre in Maputo City covered 30 children, aged
between 3 and 5, and the one in Cabo Delgado
had 60 children, aged between 2 and 5.

The personnel working in both centres are from
the Organisation of Mozambican Women (OMM)
who are selected by the parents of the children
attending. They receive training in basic child
care and hygiene. By the end of 1987, the project
had reached over 7,000 children in 15 centres in
five provinces and trained 60 para-professional
trainers (formadores) and 1;1 monitors
(animadores).

Other areas of support

The project also extends support to other child
care centres in agricultural cooperatives and in
the bairros which have been set up on the
initiative of the local communities. Two of these
centres are in agricultural cooperatives in Sofala
Province, with a target group of more than 160
children and over 300 adults. The overall aim is
to enhance the cooperative movement as well as,
at the same time, improving child care services,
and introducing parent education in health and
nutrition.

The Bairn) de Hulene (more than 100,000
inhabitants) in the suburbs of Maputo City also
receives support from the project. A strong
tradition of community action has resulted in the



setting up of several escohnhas do.s gnelteirdcs
(child centres scattered thioughout the quitrteis
of the bairn)). There ale 55 such centres serving
more than 3.500 children, aged 3-6 sees. ssho
are looked alter bs Young volunteers sabsidised
I) the 'Holed The patents pay a minimal lee of

meticais pet month (applommatel t SS
Each centre is the iesponsibilits of the

leader of the gum tei, %slide patents ate
mobilised II% the omm and the oim (the south
organisation)

The green zones

Support and training is provided to creches set
up by the cooperatis el in the gieen zones hulas
eides) pros ide addle') of the members

mainly %%omen the men are fighting or h ise

(thole an agranharal
tooperanit in a 'Beret
zone'

been killed) ssith the necessary care during the
day Education in nutrition is particularly
appropriate as these creches normally provide
food for the children, rr hich is at least partially
produced by the cooperatives. (The green zones
were set up mound Maputo City when fighting
cut the city off from the rural areas which made
it necessary for food to be grown locally.)

In most cases, parents of children in the creches
in the green zones are contributing MO or 200
meticais per month from which the pre-school
workers are paid and which is supposed to cover
part of the costs for the food. Some of the
equipment for the creches is bought through the
Ministry of Health although some is supplied
free by the Ministry.

Abandoned children

Another component of the project is the support
given to abandoned or orphaned children,
particularly vulnerable in the provinces of
Inhambane, Cabo Delgado and Sofala which had
been bt-.dly affected by the fighting and the
drought, and to street children in the major
cities of Maputo and Beira.

Support is also provided to orphanages but the
aim is to find alternatives to institutions which
are seen more as an interim measure leading to
adoption of the children concerned. The crux of
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Profiles
of two Mozambican

children

`Julinho, 6, was living with his parents in Boane,
Maputo province, when insurgents attacked the
area in 1984. His parents were killed and he was
seriously injured. He was found and taken to
hospital where he received treatment.

He was then put in a children's residential centre
while efforts were made to locate other members
of his family. Two years passed and no one came
to claim him.

Meanwhile, a civil serwint in the Police, Senhor
Augustus Monasse and his wife, who already had
two daughters, wanted sons very badly. The
Senhora could not have any more children of her
own because of her health.

They contacted the Accao Social of the City of
Maputo and asked about the necessary criteria
for adopting a child. A meeting was arranged
between them and Julinho and another boy,
Augustus, also six years of age.

The boys went to !ive with Senhor Monassse and
his wife and daughters for a trial period of six
weeks. Following this, they moved in
permanently with their new family in the bairro
of Matola Gare, a suburb of Maputo City.
Julinho is a happy boy now, with a brother, the
same age as him, and two sisters, aged seven and
11.

'Faifitinani Juanario, aged 12, has already had
more than his share of war. In 1983, he was
abducted in the southern province of Inhambane
by the MNR while taking his father's donkey to
pasture.

Januario was marched northwards to an MNR
camp and he became part of MNR groups which
carried out attacks in the northern parts of
Inhambane. Now Januario lies in hospital, shot
in the leg. He was left behind by the MNR during
a shoot-out between the rebels and Mozambican
troops.'



right learning and taring
can go together

this programme is to materially support families
ss ho have already adopted a child (65(1 families)
in the form of kits consisting of food, soap.
clothes. seeds and agn,:ultuial took. Follow up
si ',holding emotional and psychological
back-up tot the families ale also being oiganked.
At the end of 1987. the protect was supporting
200 such children.

Research recently undertaken showed that the
emstence of the residential homes had the effect
of discouraging the community om taking
responsilAty for the displaced children. It was
also found that the centres lacked the
infrastiucture and personnel which would be
needed not permanent care. From the point of
yiew of the children themselves, it was found
that those children who were separated from
their families and communities recovered much
more slowly from their war experiences than
those who were not separated in this way.

Additional services are also needed for the street
children, most of whom are under 14 years of
age There were an estimated 80() street children
un mid -1987.

Training

Much vork still has to be carried out in the form
of training, both at the professional and para-
professional levels. So far two training courses
have been held, one for the trainers (pm/ado-
/es). and the other for the para-professional
monitors (anunadotes).

Sixty multipliers (let/11111(A de infamia) from
different provinces took part in a two-week
course for trainers, aimed at improving their
understanding and skills in alternatiye care and
deyelopment for children aged 0-7. The topics
covered the development, stimulation and
education of the young child, knowledge of the
environment: methods of teaching. and the
organisation and running of programmes in
alternative child care.
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Fifty five ammadores from the child (mules in
the Bairn) of Hu lene participated in a three-
month course whose objectives were to identify
the areas of training needed in their work with
young children: to establish and implement an
in-service training programme as a response to
immediate needs, to provide the minimum
training required by, the animadores so that they
could begin a programme of basic activities with
the children, and evaluation of the course, from
the point of view of what both the ammadores
and the children were able to achieve each day.

The participants met ever} Saturday morning.
The achy ities for cluldien included physical
education, singing, music, dance, games,
drawing, library, mathematics, language, model
and construction, and eraftwoik.

The animation's are responsible for providing an
environment in the child centres which is
conducive for the development of the children.
They have to ensure that the centres are clean
and safe places, that the children are clean and
have their vaccinations, that they understand
basic hygiene, that they do physical exercises,
and engage in activities :timed at developing
their sensory, linguistic, mental and artistic
abilities. The children are encouraged to be
cooperative as well as to exercise their initiative.

A toy production manual has been published
called limos Fazer Brimptedos (Let's make toys)
which contains many ideas for making toys from
natural and waste materials Most of the toys
which MoLambican children play with ale of this
form.
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The Programme
Asia and the Pacific

The past two years has seen an expansion of
/ project support m this dRerse area, with the
intioduLtion of projects in the People's Republik.
of China, New Zealand. Japan, new projects
Australia, Malaysia and Singapore, and further
support for earl) childhood cane and education
ser%ices in camps for the refugees and displaced
persons in Thailand, as well as a new plogramme
un Pakistan %% orkmg with Afghan refugee
mothers and their young children.

The conditions affecting the de%elopment of
young children in the Asia and Paufic region
cars considerably. From the increasing numbers
of single parent families in the hea dx
industrialised setting of Japan, to the isolated
and itinerant communities in the rural areas of
Australia, and the difficulties of budding a social
inhastructme in the refugee camps in Thailand
and Pakistan, projects throughout the region
ha%c concentrated on 11111)10%111g oppoitundies
to' children at the margin of society.

Projects in the gold mining legion of Australia.
Hebei Province in China, and the States of
Sabah and Sarawak in Malaysia are
concentrating on enhancing the capacities of
isolated, rural schools and the skills of parent
and community members to meet the
educational needs of children In outside the
mainstream of development.

In the mole industrialised settings of Japan
peninsula' Malaysia and Singapore, childien ale
grkming up in the midst of rapid change in
family and social organisation, %% ith families
often forced into a marginal position by social
and economic pressures. Foundation-supported
projects are emphasising the need to enhance the
quality and availability of pre-school education
and day care through the development of loa-
cost alternatives to traditional institutional
approaches. The two projects supported by the
Foundation in Singapore are described in the
special feature on page 19.

In both Australia and New Zealand, projects are
working with the children of minority groups
who have not benefited hum the affluence of the
majority of the population. The Aboriginal
Training and Cultural Institute is working
three communities in northern Austialm where
family and community-based activities to
improve the care and education of young

Aboriginal child1C11 ale planned and
implemented bN the members of those
communities. In New Zealand. %%hen an influx
of people from the many small islands in the
Pacific has occurred user the pat 40 years, a
project has begun to deelop and strengthen
call) childhood education in the Pacific Islander
communities. Both these projects, as well as
projects in Malaysia and Singapore, are facing
up to the challenge of multilingual and
multicultural education.

Despite the aide fangs of settings %% ithin which
the Foundation-supported projects in the area
ate %\oiking, they exhibit se% knit] common
features, including an increasing emphasis on
parent and community participation and the
need to address the disathantaged
educational and ()the' developmental needs in a
holistik. manner. An international workshop on
child and adolescent development, hosted by the
Institute of Education in Singapore, and an
international conference on community
involvement in the eau: and education of young

mganised by the National Trades
Union Congress o, Singapore, both held in 1986,
provided an opportunity for Foundation-
suppoited projects to explore these themes, In
1')87, the Thud Easton Hemisphere Seminar on
the topic 'Children at the Margin. a Challenge
for Patents, Community and Professionals'. held
at the Newcastle College of Advanced Education
nm Australia, extended the inter project
disLussion on this impoitant theme. (A brief
report of this seminal appears on Page 61.)
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Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

Aboriginal Training and Cultural
Institute (ATcI)
Leadership and management for aboriginal early
childhood education 1983 5 1,812,700 814,700

Newcastle College of Advanced Education
Community-based services for families in caravan
parks in the Hunter Valley region of New South
Wales 1986 3 691,800

Lady Gowrie Child Centre
Early childhood and social support for isolated
families in New South Wales 1987 3 831,000 831,000

University of Western Australia
Educational support for children of itinerant
families in the Goldfields Region of Western
Australia 1987 3 374.800 374,800
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Central Institute of Educational Research (oiEn)
and Qin County
Development of a system of training and on-the-
lop support for pre-scnool education in rural areas
of China

Shakaifukushi-Hojin Betaniya Home (Social
Welfare Council, Bethany Home)
Services for mothers and children in refuge
centres

));IS1,

\ <4,
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Kementerian Pelajaran, Jabatan Pelajaran,
Sabah (Ministry of Education and Sabah State
Education Department)
Upgrading teaching 'n rural multiple-class schools

Kementarian Pelajaran, Jabatan Pelajaran,
Sarawak (Ministry of Education and Sarawak
State Education Department)
Learning enrichment for rural schools and
communities

Kementarian Kebajikan Masyarakat (Ministry of
Welfare Services)
Alternative child care services

University of Malaya, Faculty of Education
Malaysian child development study

Department of Education
Anau Ako Pasifika. non-formal early and family
education for Pacific Islander communities in New
Zealand

Ministry of Education
Family development in isolated communities, Gulf
Province
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Commitment
in Dfl

Initiated Duration Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

1988 3 616,600 616,600

1986 3 564,400

left Cluhhen at the
Bethany Henze, lohlo.
Japan

1981 9 647,100

1982 5 731,400

1984 3 1.024,000

1986 3 328,700 328,700

1987 3 1,025,600 1,025,600

1983 5 574,800
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Initiated Duration

Commitment
in Dfl

Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

Stichting Vluchteling (International Rescue
Committee)
Early stimulation and family education for Afghan
refugees nr rurai areas in Pakistan 1987 3 816,900 816.900

Institute of Education
Study of the cognitive and social development of
pre-school children 1983 6 1,023,500 658,100

National Trades Union Congress (NTUC)
Upgrading the quality of child care services 1985 3 374,000

National Trades Union Congress (NTUC)
Alternative child care services in high-rise
buildings 1986 3 1,038,900

United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (uNHcR) and Redd Barna (Save the
Children Fund, Norway)
Alternative education and care for refugee
children 1984 4 986,600

United Nations Border Relief Organisation
(uNBRO) and Redd Barna (Save the Children
Fund, Norway)
The Khmer Women's Association on the Thai/
Kampuchean border 1986 2 484,100 484,100

...;"
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above: Afghan refugees
in Pakistan
above left. the entrance
to a caravan pail. New
.South Walec, Australia



Special report:

Singapore

Changing
the face of
child care

nui mg the da, the \ ast housing
klestates of Singapoie home to neail\ pct
cent of the count! \ 2.6 million people
ie\ eibel ate ith nead all the tpical sounds of
urban life. the \\Imi of tialtic. the bangs and
thuds of consmuction \\ oik. the (hone of
aLloplanes fling o\ eihead. the distant hum of
lactoi pioduction. the occasioi,...! buist of
budsong and the dies of domestic airman,. 1 et
one sound is often missing nom this urban
OiLhestia the shouts. squeals and laughter of
oung children pla\ in the open green \pike.,

Inch abound in molt of the housing areas

Most Singapolean patents. pal tiLidall those
ho on the upper (loots of the high-Ilse
apfutment blinks. are undciNtandabl icluLtant
to in then oung ehddien pla unsupd \ 'Ned.
This. togethei \\ ith goernivent poliLies to
encourage oung lannhes to ha\ C thIcc Lhlidtt.n.
and to enLoinage \\ omen to return to the
\\ orktorLe to lessen the country's dependence on
imported labour. ha\ e all contributed to an
nureased demand fun ruf.,L and bend. child
Late tat:dines. The go\ eminent predicts that b
the end of the 1980s, sonic 20.00(1 children
be using child care \CIA ice, 13\ the end of 1986.
capacity at near(\ 100 child cale centres \\ as just
wide' 6,000 places. more than double the
capacit) at the beginning of 1984

Trade union involvement

\Ian) organisations operate both private and
public child caw facilities ranging from creches
light through to compichensRe centres \\ hiLh
pio\ kle a lull pie- school curriculum. One of the
largest oiganisations. in terms of numbers of
child ien reed ing eompichensi\ e care, is the
National Tiades Union Congress (NIU(
Founded m 1961. the N I l . a Wei anon of
Dade unions in Singapole, is primaid engaged
in ll"Plo`in..`1' the wages and "otking conditlons
of \\ orkers and enhancing their economic and
soLial status b faking producti\n) through the
rum-notion of good industrial relations. It has a
total membeiship of some 200.000. iepftsenting
apprommatel 25 pc' cent of the \\ inktoiee

hich is sullied to negotiated settlements on
\\ ages.

The NI('( itself plays an actr\r idle in 1'111)10\111g
the living standards ul yo'ke's in Singapoie
11110'0 a scree of coopefati\ es. and units it has
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established Among these ale a Im\ -CON'
utsuianee COOpCIIItl\ C. the counti s lai.:.est tam
coopdati\ e. chain o) iO supdmaikets ottcung
a tan pile,: toi conq,inel k...t...nthtk, dud a dental
Cale \ lee I he \ 1 t also founded the

\sv1i. a oll of Singapoie. and its
aie \ Res I. nit manage. I_. duld Laic

Ong long heong, SeLond Deput\
and Scoctai -(icncial of the NI(

put the \\ ofk of the child Cate i.ellllcs into
pciyet.ti\ e \\ hen he s,hd childien ale the
polcntral force that \\ill shape the dotim of
Singapore s !mule It theiciole makes sense toi
us to be eoneeined \\ ith 1alt.', that influence the
quantit\ and qualm of the nation's lesoince
out cluldien \\ hate\ ei the\ become depend, a
gicat deal on the kind of em 'liiment and
support ffie and their families enjoy in the

idei social Iianlewtrek

Training programme

I he I km11(1,1110'1 supports thiee ploteLts to
SlItU,TOIC of them managed b the N I U(.

hteh all deal \%ith child sate The lust. a
thamm..1plogiamme. has Nei ed to saiengthen the
skills :,1 \tall \\ wising in child edit: centres, The
Kallang Bahlu centle..the of N ( oldest and
largest centies, \el \ cs as a naming and
demonstiation centre. \\ ith a Lull) equipped
training loom that Lan handle up to 60 nail-lees.,
although the optimal figure is uNuall no mole
than 30 at a time \n alum loom Alm\ \
thlinee to atlh child staff. child-child and
child object interaction\ in the eentie 'Nell. ail
important facet of naming. ,\N DI Khoo Kim
Cho°. the project dnectol. points out. 'a training
institute ithout a fulk functioning child care
centle may tall into the trap of ti tuning in a
aellt1111. A naming centre \%ithin a functioning

add care centre is able to pio\ ide training that
undel Lind,. and takes into consideration the
daily difficulties and problems in the 'uniting of
the child cafe centic the problem of
inadequate funding and theicrole the need lot
lo\\ cost aids. the shortage of staff and therefore
the need ingenious ,egiouping and use of
sell-help actimties.kothel \voids. such ff centie
is able to flail: %itlun the realft\ of the child
Care situation:

A limning \ at Kallang Baluu houses
\ 'deo\ and mole than 2.500 leteience ffnd
Lluldien's books 'elated to ail(' care.
adnumstiation. child psydiology. and inteiaetion
\\ ith parents The centre also has a calpenti
\\ oikshop as \\ ell as an ample supply of ia\\
matenals to make lcm-Lost teaLhing aids and
play equipment

the 111010.1 has deClOpt.:(.1 a II\ C-10t.:1 tiauung
stiategy include, a mo-cel,
onentation piogiamme tun ,ill 110\ \tall. a thtee-
IIIWIth COW Nt: tit the IlIIILLIMCIllak of child care
and child doclopmcu. \\oikshops and ielto.her
courses; Npecialked modulo. foi \tall in\ ()Red in
\\ wising ith infant', toddlei,, and pre-,,chooleiN;
and ad\ an.cd ruutses foi grim' st4,tl, In all
mole than 300 staff \(err twined dining 1986,



below: the pre-school
in Tampines which
bases its curriculum on
the informal
interaction method
developed by the
Institute of Education

Enthusiasm for learning

A group of 30 children watched attentively as
the teacher at one of four pre-schools at the

Tampines housing estate in Singapore displayed
the poster with the day's topic for the oral
English lesson. It was 'living things', and the
poster portrayed drawings of trees and flowers.
Soon the children were naming the objects as the
teacher pointed them out.

When the 20-minute lesson drew to a close, it
was time for the arts and crafts session, and the
children put on their aprons. The teacher asked
them to paint or draw one of the things they had
seen in the earlier lesson. One five-year-old girl
soon had bright and bold colours on her
previously clean sheet of paper. When she was
asked what she was painting, her eyes widened
and the single word 'tree' was blurted out. She
waited for a moment for the sign of
acknowledgement that she had said it correctly,
then put her hand over her mouth, giggling shyly.

At this pre-school, the teachers were following
the informal interaction method that the
Institute of Education's project to improve the
cognitive and social development of pre-school
children was recommending as a good learning
model. Rather than relying on a traditional form
of teaching where subjects are placed in distinct
categories, here the objective is to utilise all the
various activities to reinforce educational
messages. Thus, through art and crafts, songs,
niusic and dance, and outdoor play, the children
are able to gain stimulation from their
environment. The oral and written English and
Mandarin Chinese sessions, and the mathematics
tasks are given new life as the children discover
the main concepts in less formal ways.

Amy Chong, the supervisor of the four pre-
schools at Tampines, has responsibility for 45
staff and some 2,700 children. The pre-schools
run four sessions a day, each of two hours
duration, for the five- at six-year-old children.
She and three-quarters of her staff have taken
part in the Institute's training workshops, which
were found to be of great ber.efit.

'The workshops are very animated, and there's a

great deal of fun and enthusiasm, although the
extra work and extra time involved is a cause of
some complaints from the staff. But a lot of

A new satellite training centre is being set up
which will help to decentralise the training
programme. At the same time. micro training
sessions at individual centres are being focused
on specific areas. For example. if the centre has
a pool repertoire of songs and rhymes. emphasis
is given on improving the repertoire.

Community participation

In an effort to extend child care facilities to
lower income families, the NTUC launched a lieu
project in 1986 to develop community child care
facilities. This is based on a tripartite model in
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above: a small girl paints a tree at the pre-school in
Tampines

ideas come out of the workshops, their own
ideas, ,sad the staff become motivated to try
them out. This helps to build the self-confidence
of the teachers.'

The parents, too, are 1- -ginning to take an
interest in what is own, mg at the pre-schools.
At every pre-school, a small collection of
parents and grandparents can be seen peering in
the open windows, watching carefully the
activities of their children. The teachers and
Amy Chong have two theories about why this
happens. 'The parents are very protective. Some
of it could be that they are not completely sure
about this new approach. Before, the children all
had lots of homework, practicing writing and
leading. Now, some parents ask, "why so much
play? Every day, play, play, play". We explain
that play time is when the children have a chance
to express themselves. and that's very important.
Slowly they are beginning to understand that.
And the other part could be that perhaps the
parents want to learn as well, when they see
their children learning new things.'

which the government. the Ni UC and the
community each play a role. The government
contributes the capital costs and recurrent
subsidies to the centre. N I UC provides the
expertise in operating the centres, all necessary
training and professional input, and the
community provides support. feedback.
volunteers and community resources.

The involvement of the community helps to
lime' fees fur the centre because trained
volunteers and community resouices cut doss n
costs. The community also has a major say in the
quality of service provided. Individual



community members ha\ e an oppoitunth tot
self-doelopment through their toles in planning,
deusion making and problem 'sing in 'elation
to the centre, and, as a \\ hole, the community
becomes closet and mole cohesi\ e through
'hating a common goal the pro\ mon of high
quality child caw.

I he hist of the commund\ child caie centiC1
the Bukd ( cline opened in 198c, \\ ith a
second ecntic, in i ishun, p!anneJ to \la:: in
1988

Institute of Education

An important tactot in the de\ elopment of
better child care NCI \ ices has been the \\ oik of
the Institute of Education \\ hull trains all
teachers m Singapore It undertook a
Foundation- supported study which has provided
the first complehensive data on the social and
cognitRe doelopment of eluldicn in Singapore.
Forty pre-school centres and a total of 3000
children \\ ere in oh ed in the three-year study,
\\ hich found that basic skills, particularly verbal
and social skills, were weak among children flom

1,*
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sot king class families. The tact that such
cluldien geneially ha\ c no choice but to attend
less \\ cll-equipped pie-schools. icintoices their
lack of piepatedness lot plinth!, school.

I he imphea, as of this are a ucial in a highly
competiti\ e society such as Singapore, w here
ChIld1C11, on the basis of academic pc' tormance
at eight years of age, ale placed in different
sticams. deteimming then academic careers and
c\ en lone-term life ch ances Another imporvmt
finding \\ as that children letun best \\ hen
classroom activities ate not highly structured,
but that teacher control is essential tot effective
teaming to take place This reinforced the
conclusion that the quality and hauling of
teachers are impoi tam. e \ en at the pre-school
level. Hie study also found that the mother is the
most influential person in a child's early
de \ elopment.

Project director, ho Peng Sim, sass that 'the
results allow us to say: "this is \, hat our children
ate like '', instead of haying to rely on data from
Europe, Australia or the United States'

In a follow-up to the fist phase of research, the
Institute tested No different inter\ ention models
designed to impro\ e cognitne and social skills
amo tg, children in 10 pre-schools. This has been
reinforced by seminars and \\ orkshops aimed at
both educators and the general public to explain
the implications of the research. The seminars,
conducted in both English and Chinese, have
proved popular, \\ ith attendances increasing
from about 100 to mote than 380 at a seminar in
October 1987, \\ here the seminar room v as
tilled to overt low mg Plans are being made to
disseminate the findings even further, through
pub' ations and the mass media.

In addition to feeding the results of the research
into the Institute's regular pie-service and in-
service courses for teachers, special training
\voikshops have been set up for pre-school
supervisors and teachers. In the case of the
supervisors, the (+tech\ e is to equip them so
they can, in turn, conduct workshops for staff at
their own centres.

In future years, the Institute, in recognition of
the importance of parents as the prime educators

of young children, plans
to develop programmes
which will help to
empower parents so that
they and the teachers
can work together to
ensure the continuity of
children's education,
both in school and at
home.



right father and (Iriid

Involving
parents and the

community

juhen Jean Loone placed her five-month-old
yr son at the Kallang Bahru Child Care Centre
in Singapore in 1982 in order to return to full-
time work, the centre was a gloomy, very
institutionalised place with a shortage of
learning and play materials for children. The
staff had very little training and turnover was
high. Parents had almost no involvement with the
centre and the relationship between parents and
staff was either indifferent, suspicious or
downright hostile.

By the end of 1987, as part of a project run by
the National Trades Union Congress (NTUC) to
upgrade the quality of child care centres, Kallang
Bahru was transformed into a bright and
cheerful environment for young children.
Colourful displays of children's work and
creative teaching aids developed from low cost
materials adorn the walls and shelves throughout
the centre. The staff have undergone an intensive
series of training courses and workshops to
enable tnem to provide a supportive and
stimulating programme of activities for the
children. Now when parents come to collect
their children at the end of a day, they linger and
observe the children at play, chat with the
teacher and take time to look at the children's
work. A Parent-Teacher Group (PTG) has been
set up, which has organised workshops and talks
about the selection of reading material for the
children, health and nutrition, discipline and a
wide variety of common problems and issues.
The parents also help to operate a toy and book
library, a garden, and spend time making
teaching aids for the centre.

Mrs Loone, the chairperson of the PTG, has
played an active part in that transformation.
'There has been lots of change. The facilities
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have improved, there are better toys, more arts
and crafts, more emphasis on teaching aids. The
staff have improved and the turnover has
decreased. There much more interaction
between the parents and staff, and a better
understanding on everyone's part.'

Madame Leong Siev Lan became the supervisor
at Kallang Bah ru in October 1985, when there
were only 60 children in the child care
programme. By 1987, enrolment had increased
to more than IOU children. The Kallang Bahru
centre is sited near an industrial area of
Singapore, and most of the children's parents are
factory workers. Madame Leong said that it was
very difficult to start the PTG. 'At first, the
parents were very wary, but then they saw that
we wanted to work very carefully and closely
with them. At first, all we got was complaints,
complaints. Now we are in mutual agreement
about the best ways to help the children.'

Irene Goh, a former chairperson of the PTG, and
the person who set up the book/toy library, said
that the centre had the 'full cooperation of most
parents. When parents get involved, things
happen for the better.' Among the changes she
could identify was the impact on the children.
'The children are very outspoken now, full of
self-confidence. Most children treat the centre as
a second home. They enjoy coming to the centre
more than anything The centre is not based
so much on studies, ot.t on learning through
play, so children are not so frightened. Whereas
before, they were sometimes afraid to come.'

Madame Leong pointed out that primary school
principals had commented that children who had
been to child care before starting primary school
were less likely to cause problems in class.
'They've learned how to share, they've been
taught to take turns and share, and develop
other social skills.'

Project director Dr Khoo Kim Choo says 'there
is tremendous pressure from Singaporean
parents for their children to do well
academically. One of the things we found from
the parents is they don't know what to do with
children at home, so homework was seen as
essential. Now we try to involve them and show
them other activities such as singing, rhymes,
reading. We break down the concept of learning
through play for the parents and show how it
works. Parental involvement is important in that.'

'I think parent involvement is a key area which
we've pioneered in Singapore. But it requires a
lot of work, not only with parents, but also with
staff. Only when the staff begin to see the
benefits does understanding begin to occur.
Where the PTG is stable and mature, we don't
have to play a large role in centre management.
Parent involvement is the key to enriching
children's lives. It's not all smooth going. there
are still complaints, but parents are more willing
to discuss.



The Programme
Europe

D roject,, in 12 Emopean commie`, lecel\ e
r ounihaio support Although the countnys
embrace a \\ nge of lock of doclopment,

languages. anal social and cultuial
problems. the main difference hetsseen
projects relates to definitions of
disadvantage m :littering circumstances
A common focus toi all the piojects is

the attempt to impro\ e family and
community education to the benefit ut

the pre-school child in ma igmal
circumstances

A major thyme in many of the
European piojeets has been the
eadea\ oui to address. tlough
education and posits e social
action. the indisputable tact that

Europe has become' a multicultural
society and the old homogeneities \\ Inch
pros olcd the' traditional nationalism iia\ c gone
for escr. Through its \\ (irk the Foundation has
sought to address the multicultural issue in
Fiance \\ ith immigrants from the Maghreb. in
West German) \\ ith Turkish unnuglants. in Israel
\\ ith immigrants from Noth Africa and
Ethitilia. in The Netherlands \\ ith Turkish and
Moroccan immigrants. in Portugal's ith
immigrants om forme Portuguese colonies,
and in Ssseden \\ here immigt,ints and their
descendants make up one-se\ enth of the S\\ edish
population

abet( a pr( -St hot in
Stnitil naal. the
\ethet lands

At the same time. Europe possesses many old.
indigenous. non-mainstream Childien
from these cultures ha\ e been the \ ictims 01 the
unthinking dine toss aids ill conceived national
norms. Projects In Norssay and Ssseden. \\ olking
\ ith Saturn communities. ha\ e helped to make
use of the language, culture and enviionment of
the local people as positive resouices for
lem lung by young childien. Concein \\ ith
indigenous minorities has also led to projects in
Ireland. Wales and Scotland. The project in
Gache-speaking Ireland is described in the
special feature on page 33

Europe, too. has its rural areas, particularly
the southern pat t of the continent. \\ here
educational and employment prospects aid pool.
and social support systems sutler from neglect.
Piojects in Italy. Portugal and Spain have
demonstiated that efforts to stimulate
community selkehance can succeed in meeting
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the needs of ehildien. \\ hilt: also encouraging the
search tom solutions to the \\ 'der problem of
undeidoelopment the special femme on page
29 describes these efforts in the context of
Milan in Italy.

hssu proiccts in the United Kingdom. operating
in different settings. hand ser\ ed to remforce the
message that patents and the community has c a
key role to play in early childhood care and
education. In the Westein Isles of Scotland.
\\ Inch include many small and isolated
communities. a highly-praised community
education pioject has helped to establish 52 pre-
school playgroups run by parents. During I987.
an association of the parents' groups took on the
responsibility for strengthening the playgroups
and impro\ mg communications and training
among the parents of young children in the
\Vote! n Isles In an inner city area of
Edmbuigh. also in Scotland, characterised by
pmerty. high unemployment. poor housing and
ill health. an under -Iles centre established at
the Ciaigioyston Community High School has
impro\ ed the educational prospects for young
children. and helped to strengthen the self-
concept of many of the mothers \\ ho aie
involved in its operation.

"Ihroughout the 1986-1987 peid. as projects in
'm11\1(1111 commies gained incieased experience.
se\ eral national networks \\ eic formed to
facilitate the exchange of infoimation and skills.
Meetings in Israel. Rah. Portugal and Scotland
\\ erc held to discuss the common features or the
\sunk of the projects in those countiics. \\ hile in
the l k. at maim seminal on child de\ elopment,
organised b\ the 13iistol Child De\ clopment
Piotect. \\ as held in 1987



Germany
(Fed Rep)

The Netherlands
Belgium-

United
Kingdom

Ireland

Portugal

r
Initiated Duration

Commitment
in Dfl

Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

Universite de Liege, Laboratoire de Pedagogie
Experimentale (University of Liege, Laboratory
of Experimental Pedagogy)
'Atelier - 7' support and training programme 1980 6 1,375,700

VZWB Vormingscentrum voor de begeleiding
van het Jonge Kind - (Centre for training in the
care of the young child), Ghent
Flemish training and resource centre 1985 3 772,600 72,600

Universite de I'Etat a Mons, Faculty de
Sciences Psycho-Pedagogiques (State
University of Mons, Faculty of Psycho-
Educational Sciences)
Projet Depart regional training programme in
family education 1985 3 717800

Association Collectifs Enfants-Parents (ACEP)
Involvement of parents from underprivileged
milieux in parent-run pre-school centres 1986 3 1,221,000 1,221,000

Forsch ungsgruppe Modellprojekte (Research
Group for Model Projects), Essen
Early childhood and parent education in the
Turkish community 1985 3 950,000

Udaras na Gaeltachta (State Development
Agency for Gaelic-speaking Regions)
Parent-based early childhood education for
Gaelic-speaki% 'reland 1980 8 2,081,600 155,000
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Commitment
in Dfl

init!ated Duration Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

:"

Eastern Health Board and Child Development
Unit, Bristol University (UK)
Parent-based early childhood education in
deprived environments 1983 3 580 000

Eastern Health Board and Child Development
Unit, Bristol University (UK)
Traveller parent education and support
programme 1985 3 749,500

V''.4-..74.41161i.

The Jerusalem Foundation
Early childhood and community education in the
Old City of Jerusalem

Municipal Council of Sderot (formerly sponsored
by Sha'ar Hanegev Regional Council and
Community Psychology Counselling Services)
Education and community development in an
industrial community

Renewal Department of the Jewish Agency
Early childhood and family development in the
greater Tel Aviv area

Pinchas Sapir Regional College of the Negev,
Ashkelon
Education and community development in
Merchavim region

Pinchas Sapir Regional College of the Negev,
Ashkelon
Community and educational project for Beta Israel
(Ethiopian immigrants)
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1979 11 3,143,800

1981 7 1 418,200

1982 8 2,279,000 1,394,000

1984 4 530,900

1985 6 2,375,000 1,198,000



Molt a 'twilit', rising
Out inatetiaIs huh het
chiliben, the piotett tot
cagy ihddhood and
ianonatats educ ation
An) eommunrnes, !wile!

a

tight mothers renovating
a budding islach is to be
used as a creche, I lance

Initiated Duration

Commitment
in Dfl

Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

Trust for Early Childhood Family and
Community Education Programmes
Early childhood and community education in Arab
communities 1n$1; 9,645,500 1,589,800

Trust for Education and Community Project,
Acre
Early childhood care and education in an
integrated Arab/Jewish community in Acre 1986 3 1,326,000 1,326,000

Commune di Limbiate, Centro
Documentazione Scuola (Municipality of
Limbiate, Educational Resource Centre)
Upgrading of teachers and school-home-
community links 1979 9 987,000

Istituto per la Promozione dello Svillupo
Economico e Sociale (isPES) (Institute for
Economic and Social Development)
Community learning system for isolated rural
areas, Mingardo, Southern Italy 1979 7 1,947,600 29,600

Commune di Milano, Ripartizione Educazione
(Municipality of Milan, Education Department)
Community-based alternatives to institutional day
care Tempo per le Famiglie 1985 3 650,000

Istituto per la Promozione dello Svillupo
Economico e Sociale (isPES) (Institute for
Economic and Social Development)
Early childhood and community education in
Basilicata, Southern Italy 1986 3 1,380,000

Education Department, Molise Region
Retraining cultural workers for early childhood
development roles 1987 3 651,400 651,400

University of Bologna
Community-based early education for children
0-6 years in dispersed rural areas in the Po Delta 1987 3 834,700 834,700

ti
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Ii p Portugal, the inoie I
run In the Insutute 01
Detelopment Studies

Commitment
in Dfl

Initiated Duration Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

Gemeente Maastricht (Municipality of
Maastricht)
Creativity-based curriculum development in
kindergarten and pre-school 1981 4 1,015,000

Gemeente Haarlem (Municipality of Haarlem)
Bicultural education for immigrant mothers and
children 1981 6 2,231,200

Museum voor het Onderwijs (Museum of
Education)
Programme for the young child 1985 3 730,000

Universiteit Amsterdam, Stichting Centrum
voor Onderwijsonderzoek (University of
Amsterdam, Centre for Educational Research)
Creation of professorships 1986 5 375,000

Stichting het Kind in de Buurt (Child and
Neighbourhood Foundation)
Support for young families at risk 1985 3 1,310,000

Nordlands Forskning (Nordlands Research
Institute), Bodo
Bicultural early childhood education 1984 67: 2.291 300 1,403,100

Instituto de Estudos do Desinvolvimento
(Institute of Development Studies)
Obstacles to the educational success of young
children 1983 5 1.180 900 572,900

Centro Regional de Seguranca Social de
Lisboa (Lisbon Regional Centre for Social
Services) (formally sponsored by Ministry of
Labour and Social Services (Ministerio do
Trabalho e Seguranca)
Projeto Amadora alternative care and education
for the young child and family

1985 3 538,200

Instituto Politecnico de Faro (Polytechnic
Institute of Faro, College of Education)
Early childhood and community services in the
Algarve 1985 3 817,700
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Initiated Duration

Commitment
in Dfl

Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

Fundacion General Mediterranea (General
Mediterranean Foundation)
Pilot centre for rural education in Galicia 1979 6 1138 700

Fundacio Mediterrania (Mediterranean
Foundation)
Community involvement in early childhood
education in Andalucia and dissemination 1977 10 2,174,400

Generalitat de Catalunya (Regional
Government of Catalonia)
Alternatives in early childhood education in
depressed urban areas 1988 3 1,093,600 1,093,600

Lulea Universitet (University of Lulea) (Formerly
sponsored by University of Umea)
Multicultural education for young children in
Northern Sweden 1979 11 2 822,200 832,700

Statens Invandrarverk (National Board of
Immigration), Norkoping
Early childhood education for refugee and
minority populations 1985 3 1,351,200

Western Isles Islands Council
Proisect Muinntir nan Eilean (Community
Education Project) 1976 10 2,142,100

University of Bristol
Parent and health visitor child development project 1979 10 2.534,000 76,500

Community Education Development Centre,
Coventry
Family Education Unit 1980 6 1,706,400

Lothian Regional Council
Under-fives centre at Craigroyston Community
High School 1980 8 2,433,700

Strathclyde Regional Council
Partn,--No in education 1983 6 2,789,200 1,407,900

University of Aberdeen, Department of
Education
Family education for mothers and young children 1986 3 1,048,700

Mudiad Ysgolion Meithrin (MYM) (Welsh Pre-
schools Association)
Bicultural early childhood education, South Wales 1986 3 1,125,200 1,125,200

Queen's University, Belfast
Community-based support for parents and
children, the 123 House 1987 3 455,700 455,700

Community Education Development Centre,
Coventry
Early childhood education support programme 1987 5 1,549,300 1,549,300

Guth nam Parant (Voice of the Parents)
Promotion of parental and family self-help in
support of the young child, Western Isles of
Scotland 1987 31/2 310,000 310,000
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Special report:

Italy
Family time in Milan

Mother I heard about this sett ue and am imetested
Must I enrol?

Tamil% lime. No.
Mother: Must I have a medi«il (heck-up"'

I I No
Ilother Unen must I come

r 7 . When you want, (lting the hours It lien we are
open

!other: Must I notify you first?
I "I For now, no,

Mother: flow long must I stay
T for as long as you like

Mother. Could I even stay today?
ET.: Certainly.

Mollie,. I am amazed!

This mother's firm child was in a day care centre and she
regularly lisits 'F.innly l n e Ruh her younger daughter.

empo pet le Famighe in Milan (*Family time')
/ opened its doors in early 1986 and has
become an informal drop-in centre where
parents can get together and bring their children
with them It is open for a few hours a day. It
does not require regular membership or regular
attendance. Largely because of this low- key
approach and its open. flexible style, the Centre
has managed to attract mothers who are shy.
insecure and isolated a group who are the
most neglected and who hake the greatest need
for support and guidance.

The Centre offers anyone who takes care of
children (parents. grandparents. brothers. sisteis,
baby sitters) the chance to meet each other,
spend time together, discuss common problems.
and participate in activities with their children
with the guidance of the staff. It also offers
parents the opportunity to leave their children in
a safe place for a few hours with people they
know and trust.

Isolation

Like any other big city, Milan suffers from
problems of indifference and anonymity and a
lack of the traditional social networks. The
support of the extended family has disappeared
as families become more nuclear. They have to
turn to educational and social services whose
ideologies and methods they do not share.
Values are imposed on them and they arc not
encouraged to express their own ideas and
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needs. In an\ case. such services are targeted
manth at so called 'high risk' families. It is the
families in the 'gre\ area' w hose needs are not
met

These parents (mainly mothers) who do not
know how to e \press then problems and needs
regime guidance and support both in learning
communication skills and in then emotional
de\ elopment. The are also isolated hom each
other as there are vei \ few spaces in the city
\. here adidts and children can either stitc!v or
con\ emend) meet For such parents. the child
becomes the centre of their world. an
increasingly private concern.

Although Milan has an outstanding reputation
for providing kindergarten schools covering
some 95 per cent of the child population
between 3 and 6 years of age, the needs of
children under 3 years and their families are
inadequately met. Only nine per cent of these
children (less than 3.000) can be accommodated
in the city's 65 day care centres, and they are
largely children whose mothers are working. The
day care centres are costly and cannot be
reproduced on a large scale. Nor, it is argued, is
It necessarily the best solution for young
children and their families. No provisions exist
for children from disadvantaged working class
families whose mothers are home -hound and
isolated and most in need of support.

Low-cost alternative

Tempo per le Famighe, supported by the
Foundation since August 1985. has evolved into
a low-cost flexible alternative to the day care
centre, based on family self-help and para-
professional invol\ ement. combining education
and other support services.

The children attending hake to be accompanied
by a member of their family or a baby sitter. The
premises are designed to allow free play as well
as large group and scorner' activities. Mothers
and other care gikers are free to participate in
children's activities. to observe their child at
play. or simply to read and chat. This ritual 'tea
talk' is a time when educational or other
problems can be raised with staff members.
Project director, Dr. Susana Mantovani.
describes the style of the project as one of
respectful listening. In order to establish
informally. a good relationship between parents
and professionals'.

Before these families can help themsekes, they
have to be encouraged to express their needs.
Reorientation on the part of the professionals
(the social workers) is of primary importance in
order that they learn to recognise that the family
represents the irreplaceable learning context for
the young child, and the stability of the family is
significantly determined by the educational style
and commumcati \ e processes used by the
parents.

These professionals ate taking on the role of
trainers of parents who will. in their win.
become para-professionals. At the same time, a
network of baby, sitters is de\ eloping. The result



Interviews

Maria, a mother aged 39

When I received the letter about Tempo per le
Famiglie, I thought, 'too good to be true'. I came
to the Centre with mistrust. I had a 27 month
old daughter named Francesca, and I was
expecting Marta. Francesca attended the Centre
from the very beginning, and now, Matteo, my
son of ten months has joined her. Next October,
Marta will enter kindergarten and I'll go back to
work. Fm a nurse at San Paolo Hospital.

The Centre has helped me to talk about my fears
and anxieties. It was an important support in my
relationship with my eldest, Francesca. I would
say a technical support. It was lwre that I came
to realise my role as a mother, which isn't
inborn, as people often believe. Moreover, I had
a glimpse of the problems of other mothers, and
I 'discovered' my neighbourhood. I've lived in
the same street for 14 years but I didn't know
anybody before I came to the Centre. Now,
walking around, I see many familiar faces. The
Centre has given us a feeling of solidarity even
outside the premises.

For my three children too, this has been a
valuable experience. If I want Marta to hurry up,
I have only to say, 'come on, let's go to the
Centre.' And she is ready in no time. It's one
thing to meet people in the park where it's
impossible to establish a real relationship, and
quite another to come here. The only problem is
that the Centre has become too well known and
too many people want to come. There's not
enough room. Other centres like this should be
opened in all parts of Milan.

above: Nadia and her
daughters

Nadia, a mother aged 28

I come from Egypt and I live in Milan with my
two children. I'm often alone. I heard about the
Centre from the pediatrician at the Consulate.
Last October, I started coming here, out of
curiosity. I met other mothers and their children.
I learned to play with them. I didn't expect
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much, but I was pleasantly surprised at feeling
well accepted. It was like being at home.

My eldest child likes to conic here. She learns
lots of things, like putting her toys in order.
She's speaking better Italian now and even
corrects me whL a I make a mistake. Being alone
at home drove me crazy it made me tense and
I beat her. Now I feel more relaxed and she too,
is more confident, and less fanatically attached
to me. The other mothers have helped me as
well. They came to see me when I was in
hospital having my second child. 1 no longer feel
alone.

Riri, a child care worker at the Centre, aged 43

I came to work at the Centre when it opened in
February 1986. Before that, I worked at the
Unmarried Mothers' House in Via Pusiano in
Milan, and following that, in a nursery school.
To me, this experience at the Centre sums up all
my career. Here, it's different from the nursery.
At a nursery school, you are alone with the
children because parents as a rule are working
people. Here you find both adults and children
together. It's up to you which of the two
mother and child needs more of your help.

There's the mother who entrusts you totally with
her child and chooses to stay with other adults.
We let her do as she likes in the beginning but
there comes a time when she will stay with her
child and we teach her how to cope in this
revised role. At the Centre I can observe the
dynamic relationship between mother and child.
I've plenty of time to watch, which I didn't have
at nursery school.

If I should go back to work in a nursery now. I'd
devote more time to mothers. I remember a little
girl who called me 'mummy' and her mother,
Riri. It took me months of talking with her
before I could sort out the confusion. There are
not, and there cannot be fixed behaviour
patterns. One family is different from another.
The anxieties of some mothers are often linked
to our own anxieties.

The work is emotionally demanding but very
satisfying. I consider it as the best opportunity in
my whole working life.

Carla, a child care worker at the Centre,
aged 27

came to the Centre after seven years in a
nursery school. What attracted me was the
chance to relate with mother and child together.
At first, I was scared. The novelty of it made me
uneasy but I grew out of it. It was difficult to get
used to the mother's presence. Before, if a child
wanted attention while I was talking with its
mother, I stopped talking altogether. The child
came first. Now they are both as important to
me. Both can share my time and attention.

Besides, I got used to mothers from different
walks of life, some culturally very different from



left: Carla, at work in
the Centre

my own. Before, I had difficulty understanding a
housewife, finding it easier to talk with a
working mother. But now I don't need this
affinity before I can talk to a person.

Probably next year, other Centres will be set up
in Milan and we'll train the staff for these new
places. I wouldn't dream of leaving, even if my
work has increased and my salary has not.

Rita, a babysitter aged 30

I'm a graduated teacher but I'm working as a
babysitter while waiting for a job in a primary
school. I look after two children. one in the
morning and one in the afternoon. I bring them
both to the Centre.

I first came here two years ago. I've learned how
to play with children and got ideas on different
activities suitable for them. Even the meetings
and discussions are useful. At school, I didn't
learn much about child care here I've learnt it
in the field. Giovanni, one of the two children I
babysit, first came here with his mother, then
with me. I'd like to work here as a childminder'

Monica, a babysitter aged 22

I've been attending the Centre since it opened.
My mother received the letter advertising this
new initiative. I'd qualified as a teacher and was
waiting for a job in a primary school so I started
babysitting.

I brought the girl I was looking after four
mornings a week. She likes the place a lot and
she's made great progress since the beginning.
For me, it's a terrific opportunity. Home's a
solitary place for a babysitter and a child the
same as for a mother and her child. Coming to
the Centre has solved this problem of solitude.

Here I've been able to put into practice the child
care theory I'd learnt at school, What I like most
here is that I can look after other children
besides the one I'm babysitting. She's now two
and a half years old. I'd like very much to
continue working here.
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is a mixed ,\ stem of day care,
participation. patent -run groups. and supervised
child mindu,

Empowering mothers

Mothers are being 'educated' rn two main v,ays:
Inst. in then discussions and comparisons (il
then (mil experiences with then children. the
piotessionals help them to formulate then
educational goals. second. they lean Il to obsei \ e
then el:lichen. and horn this to plan
de\ el°Pmenlal act' \ the\ lot them. again \\ ith the
help 01 the piotessumals,

"the counselling actRitles planned oliginally are
mm mg ((maids exchanges v, het e participants
are encomaged to look for their own ans\\ ers.
The visible Jesuits are that mothers are more
interested and competent in dealing with their
children and more assertne about their own
possibilities. In addition. batches Of adolescents
are being trained In child minding. \\ ith the
project keeping a list of trustworthy oungsters
who could babysit.

Mothers drop into the Centre at times that suit
them best Mans are either in\ oh ed in group
work with other mothers (patents' groups) or in
actin ities with their 0\\ n children and other
children (play groups). or both. The staff play a
facilitating role \\ here possible. such as
suggesting reloant discussion themes and
providing some structure to the discussions. If
parents ask specnicall) the can ram e ad hoc
pscnological and educational counselling but
complicated cases are referred to specialists.

The dynamism of the protect can be seen in the
"a). resPon'Il'IIIR is being handed over. The
part -time project team is mereasingl delegating
the monnoling of acti\ ities and parent education
to the regular staff emploed at the Centre who,
in win. are graduall) lea\ mg the organisation of
children's pla-groups complete!) in the had of
the mothers

Baby-sitters

At the same time. the Centre is also pros iding
mining and educational support and links to
people \\ ho take care (il children They ha\ e
alread\ conducted tour baby sitters' courses at
anodic]. centre, the Free lime Centre, for young
people (16 and older) \\ ho \\ ant to take cane of
children Mole than 100 trainees haw. completed
the course. 7empo per le hunighe provides the
teachers. and the possibility for super ision of
on-the lob training both at the Centre and at the
homes of mothers who ono to help.

At the beginning, children's attendance at the
Centre \dried between eight and 20 each day 13
the end of 1987 user 150 children and their
mothers. lathers. grandparents, older siblings DI
childminders timid be found social times a
week in the Celine. taking pint in a !tinge (A
activities. hi contrast. a traditional da\ eine
centre with a stall (il 12 educatois and rise
summit workers only cams tun 60 children. \\ ith
no participation liom the lannlies



The Centre 1\ catering to more than 300 of the
2.000 families \\ ith children aged undo 3 vein \
\\ ho 11\e In thi\ Inner eit\ ;ilea. one of Milan\ 20
di\nict\. Some 20 per cent of the lamilie\ \ei \ ed
11\ the ('entie ale genuine 'ploblcm. tanulie\ ho
ale not 'nman\ leached through the Ltd\ Laic
cenne\ (i1 other e\i\ting \ei lee\

.\ \in \ o 01 the tannic \ attending the emit: in
No\ embei 19S6 bound that the majont\ of the
eimoien attending (/0 pet cent) \\ etc aged
het cell I and 3 \ ear. Old\ t \\ 0 per cent \\
0\ el duce \\ Ink 22 pc' cent \\ ere uncle' one
\ call\ mo-thud of the cluldien \\etc biought
to the Centre b then out\ mo
pct Lent \\ ere biought b that 1athel\.13a1)
\itter\ biought 17 pc' cent of the childien \\bile
the othei \\Lie brought b glandpaient\. aunt\
and unele\. and siblings. The backgiound\ ill the
raient\ \\ eie ictlecting the nu\ in the
inea licie the Centre situated Some 24 pet
cent ot lather\ and 17 per cent ot mottle' \ \\ ere
riotc\\ional\ and teacher \. Mule 55 pet cent ot
lather\ and 29 pet rent ill mothcp. \\ etc blue-
coital \\ oiler,

IThere is no comparable evelience to /or/pope)
is /(rn:the in Ital and the education authoin\
ot the cit\ ()I Milan \\ ill he \\ oi king \\ ith the
project for another three ).ears to 'reline and
in\ntutionalhe the model as \\ ell as to doc!op
the original centre a demon\tiation and
naming base In order to disseminate this model
to other area\ in the
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The future

I he plan P. that the model \\ ill he
institutionalised as a new hum of eail\
education in Nlitan\ education \\\tent and be
tian\lei ted to three ()the' settings \\ ith di!teient
chatacten\tic\ and need\ "I tie naming
riogianunec jot the proto\\Ional\ and rina-
riolc\\ional\ oiling In this t \ 01 lac \ \\ill
he tut thei doctored and ictined.

At the \ame time. the Centre \\ ill pros ide
\urpon and naming to other Lentic\ Inch ha\ e
a \II1111,11 approach. including limited \upport to
Inman\ e\ outside Milan. Ahead\ 20
municiralitie\ thioughout noi than and Letitia'
Ital ha\ e appioachcd the project toi technical
a \\mance. 'flaming \\ ill al\o he e\tendcd to the
\Lilt u1 da eine eentic\ and kmdcrgalten\ \\ hide
the cit \\ i\he\ to make mole tIemble and open
to patent ins ol\ einem

Meank\ hile. the porulant 01 lenipo per te
horughe con:muck, "I his i\ be\t demon\trated
the '\ticking mother\'. mother\ aho continue to
come to the Centre oen though their childien
lust: leached the age 01 low and are no\\ in pre-
\chool .\\ one mottle! ieque\ted. Elisa goes to
kindergarten no\\ \o she doe\n't need to come
an more. but can l'r Ye\. she can. and
turthermore, the Centre \\ tiam her to become
a para-piofe\monal childminder. gi\ ing her the
oppoitunit\ to connibute from her (mil
everience

imp() per is I amighe i\ con \ tantly entering new
field\, and continually di\co\ crmg no\ in\ights
and po\mbilitie\ lo1 the tamilie\. It has been
aptl de\cribed as 1111101.atiOn.

/lad cal(' r



Special report:

Ireland
A quiet revolution

An unusual Ishii of revolution is going on in
the remote Connemara region of Ireland. For

the first time evr, mothers' (and fathers')
ins olyement is being sought in the education of
their children. lbis dramatic clung, can only be
fully appreciates against the background of
profound holm] in and neglect that has been
experienced b' these communities.

The hohdaY-maker's sun\ of Connemara on the
west coast of Ireland is a romantic one white
stone houses and thatched loot's, quaint
inhabitants, rugged cliffs, YYild rolling bogs and
purple mountains in short, a captivating
beauty.

But it is precisely the isolation, the scarce and
dispersed population and the neglected
infrastructure 'hat have contributed to a people
suspicious of the outside YY orld, \\ here facilities
of every sort are completely inadequate, and
\\ here mothers MC fighting a lonely battle
bringing up their children on their oYY n.

The Gaeltacht

Connemara is one of the Gaeltacht areas, \\here
Irish is primarily spoken, the others being Kern,
Mayo and Donegal, all in the west of the
country Today, out of a population of 3,5
million, some 55,000 speak Irish as their main
language. Although the Irish language was losing
ground in certain parts of the country in the
1970s, the reverse is happening 'm and Irish is
gaining in strength.

Irish is the language spoken at home in the Gad-
Richt %\hereas English is used elsoY here. It is this
conflict of languages, and the failure to make
special provision for this, that has flu thei
contributed to the barren environment faced by
mothers and their children in these areas.

The project

The project Parent-based early education foe
Gaeltacht children began in 1981 and is noYY
completing its second phase. The first phase
until 1984 focused on community-based action
embiacing broad and multiple aims YY him a
small area. In its second phase, the project
concentrates on early childhood education and
active parental involvement over a 55idet
geographical area, through the use of home
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visiting and a programme of pre-entry to
primary school.

The isolation laceo by mothers in the counties of
Conner,,oa and Kelly, \\ here the project is in
operation, cannot be user emphasised. Both
social and medical services ale appalling with
very few doctors, no midwives, one public health
nurse for a large area, and one social worker
%%hen as ailable Hospital and special medical
care can only be found in cities miles away.

Many mothers reported that their babies were
born in the ambulance on the way to the clinic.
Alcoholism remains one of the major problems
in these areas with its inevitable consequences
such as battered women, child abuse, and so on.

Home visiting

One of the most important features of the
project today is the home visiting scheme, which
began with a pilot 1 rogramme limited to a small
rea in 1985 This followed the failure of the

earlier naionrai (small scale play-school)
experience which was complemented by home
visiting. The distances, the inclement weather,
the time, and the expense \\ ere too daunting for
such a scheme to succeed,

After a total of 60 visits, the two field \Yorkers
employed by the project got agreement from 16
out of the 32 mothers they visited to participate
in the scheme, but none of them were pi epared
to act as visitors themselves. As the visits
continued, it gradually became clear that the
mothers acre unwilling to take on the role of
visitor because of their lack of confidence and
commitment, The project staff were also seen as
people %%jai profe;',,"'d expertise, despite their
best efforts to avoid giving such an impression.

During the pilot phase the field workers became
convinced that only a mother from the locality
yyho understands the aims and objectives of the
scheme, and is YY tiling and able to act as a home
visitor, can do the job well, She can explain the
scheme to other mothers in the area and
persuade them to take part in it.

The field \Yorkers became assare that certain
aspects of the mothers' personalities adversely
affected their slider rearing practices. They had
poor self images and a narrow concept of their
iole as mothers of young children, seeing it
almost exclusively as a caring role. They al,,o
lacked the ability to see that they could make a
valuable contribution to their children's
education from early infancy inespeetise of their
own educational attainment.

Armed YYith the experience of the pilot phase
and with dealer ideas of the problems and
possibilities of such a scheme, the project staff
decided to test it in a sample of six areas in the
autumn of 1986. By the middle of 1987, a total
of 17 mothers %%ere visiting some 200 homes in
thicc of the sample at eas in Connemara and
Kerry. Each home y \Y as visiting 12 to 25
families once a month. In West Kerry alone, five
mothers 55ele visiting 95-106 pet cent of all
mothers with young children.
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A pre-entry workshop

In each area the project staff had been able to
make direct contact at an earl stage \\ ith
potentials isitors. Has ing gained their interest.
they persuaded them to talk to their neighbouis
about the new idea and its put pose. Mothers
nun meet outside the content of the home)
sometimes \\ ithout the home visitor being,
present.

Pre-entry programme

The pie -entry programme is aimed at parents of
children \\ ho are about to begin primary school.
but it can be adjustod and etended to parents of
children at junior and senior infant le\ els. The
pre-entrant materials are assembled by both
teachers and parents and are used by parents
\\ ith their children at home so that the can
acquire some basic skills before the 'shock' of
entering school.

About
the pre-entry
workshops

/aving sent my first child to primary school
fivefive years ago I was very disappointed that

the classroom situation was so traditional. This
year I sent my second child to the same school
and imagine my surprise when the school invited

rj
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Both parents and teachers cork together in the
production of curriculum !elated materials, the
teachers \\011sing user time on a \ oluntal \
Groups ul teachers hom eight schools ate
meeting \\ ith patents esciv t\\ o weeks tot t\\()
hoots in the esentngs. Patents ate also
collabolating in other aspects of cumeulum
des elopment a htch tel the child's ow n social
environment. An evimple is the 'Atlantic project'
\\ hich traces Connemaia's links \\ ith the sea.
particularly its historic boat building schools.

There is a need lot culturally relevant mateilals
in Irish and matelials horn Dublin have to be
adapted to local cilevmstances and also
translated into lush. Moreover, in the Gaehacht
itself, the Irish language !las local vat iations

This home-school link is being strengthened in a
ariet \\iis home .isiting by teachers;

indis idual parent consultations \\ oh teachers at
school. parental participation in school piojects,
and meetings and \\ orkshops for patents on
special topics such as health. education of
curriculum

Remedial teachers

The project's remedial teachers have played a
significant role in the initiation and deselopment
of both parent-oriented and teacher-oriented
acto.itics, and in changing the attitudes of
parents and teachers tossards each other's rules
in the education of )(ging children
The first remedial teacher. \\ hose appointment
\\ as sanctioned by the Department of Education
to support the pioject, found that the !whim of
educational retardation in the area could not be

parents to be involved in workshops which
would help parents and their children prepare
for school. I noticed that the classroom looked
more attractive than it had five years ago. At the
workshops. we parents talked about our four-
year-olds who would be starting school in
September. The teacher was very interested in
listening to us and learning all that he could
about our children. We made materials together
such as simple story books, scribble pads and
collected suitable rhymes.' (a parent)

After many discussions with the other
teachers, I decided to get my parents

involved in workshops. The thought of these
workshops frightened me and I really did not
know what I expected of the parents, what good
would it do them to participate, what good
would it do the children? I found on the night of
the workshop that the parents were very
interested and asked many questions about
school and they showed a willingness to help
their children. When the children came to school
two months later, I could not believe the
difference between them and the children who
came last year. To these children, their first day
at school was the most natural thing in the
world. I knew then that this was the best idea we
ever had and now I could see the great potential
of these parents and that we could work together
as a team.' (a teacher)
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solsed by a teacher operating the standard
remedial programme. Instead, a more
compiehensie appproach was necessary.
emphasising plesentive measures. This requires
increasing the insokement of teachers with the
problem, and more effective support from
parents at hum,

As the progiamme develops, their is an
increasing tendency for the remedial teacher to
proside guidance and support foi her colleagues
in the schools rather than gRing all the iemedial
lessons herself In this \\,. she is able to kleOte
1110Ie time to the oigamsation and direction of
aLtRities aimed at parents and teachers and
pioside support for a substantially ',lige'
number of schools and Michels,

Positive changes

protect has conic a long %%ay. after shat
seemed like insurmountable problems at the
beginning. Ingrained attitudes and pieludices
reinforced user the yea's arc finally being
broken dossn. Nlotheis are I,eginning to accept
the 5isitols into their homL. and thLy are
beginning to realise their 055n potential in
helping their Lluldien's dcselopment leachers
are learning to accept and appreciate parents
imokement m then children's education. Local
icsourLes are being tapped in the production of
educational materials.
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Existing services such as the Education
Department anc, L'ilants no Gaeltachta (the
agency responsible for the plotection and
deselopment of the GadtachO lime come to
iealise that the involver-ant of mothers is

essential to any deselopment of the communities
in the Gaeltaeht areas Inch have their mn
particular needs. Unless official services take
these into account, they ill have no effect on
these communities

1 he pioject, kihmn as lhontealas no Oilcan
(people of the islands) comes under the sings of
i'dwas no Gaeltadita. in the past, (Wows
mainly pimided capital insestment such as
housing, lisheileS deselopment, and small
industries. This IN the lost time it is supporting
such a human deselopment poled as MUM/ea-
10 I Ologn insestment. as CISO\11Cle In licland,
has only brought jobs lot a limited Immix!' of
\eats. The companies moved on %%hen the petiod
of tax adsantages evpned
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Dissemination by radio and video

A revolution is also going on in the
dissemination of the scheme through the Irish-
language local radio network. Following initial
publicity when some of the home visitors and
mothers were interviewed. both project staff and
radio personnel are producing a training course
which will be broadcast.

Video is increasingly popular for obvious
reasons: the isolation of the communities an.I the
lack of entertainment facilities. very little of
which is in Irish. The project sees video as a
crucial medium for dissemination and has

Mothers
and visitors

speaking

r find it easier now to make progress during
/ my visits to this family. Initially this mother

didn't understand her own role in tackling
child rearing problems or difficulties.
While we discussed various themes from
month to month, not a lot of progress was
recorded because this mother was
inconsistent in trying out an agreed
approach. Now having discussed a
difficulty during the visit, and having
tried out an agreed approach
consistently all during the month, she
found it worked. She is now more
confident and more open to discuss
her child rearing practices and
experiment with new approaches.'

(Triona, home visitor)

`I woke up to a dark and dreary morning and I
knew I would be housebound for the day. My
day brightened somewhat for me when I
remembered that Aine, our home visitor, would
be visiting us today.'
(a mother)

`I look forward to your visits because during the
visit I get an opportunity to speak to you about
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approached 1'th/to for financial support in the
production al video piogrammes. Tho genei al
videos. eAplaining the 5501k ot the project. hike
alleakk been made.

The future

The foundations have been laid but they need
further development and strengthening. The
different government depai its invoked have
become aware of the potential of the prole and
are now willing to contribute in their respective
areas. The Department ot the Gaellacht is
shifting policy from capital investment towards
human development: the Department of
Education is involved in the pre-entry
programme and the home-school link; a speech
therapist. a social worker and a psychologist
all from the Western Health Board are already
working with project staff on an ad hoc basis.

From isolation and neglect. there are now signs
of hope for these communities.

my children in the Irish language. I'm not
afforded this opportunity very often because I
am regarded locally as a "blow in" who has no
Irish.'
(a mother)

'I noticed on my visit to Family 17 that the
mother was feeding Heinz Baby Dinner to her
14 month old child. I suggested that good
wholesome food (giving examples) would be
better for the child. The mother thought that the
child was too young for this type of food but
agreed to try out some of my suggestions during
the coming month.
(Aine, home visitor)

`Since last month's visits, two of the fathers have
been forced to emigrate to England and America
respectively. On visits to families no.12 and 10, I
found the mothers to be depressed, lonely and
overworked.'
(Aine, home visitor)

This mother admitted that she used the
television as a babysitting service to keep the
children out of her way. I noticed that each time
I visited, the television was constantly switched
on. Following our discussion, she selected
suitable television programmes for her and the
children, discussing the programmes' content
with the children. She agreed to switch off the
television occasionally.'
(Bernie, home visitor)



The Programme
Western Hemisphere

rrom the Arctic tundra ot Alaska to the shanty
E towns °I Buenos Aires in Argentina. the
Foundation's work in the Western Hemisphere
corers a broad spectrum of settings. During
1986-1987 appros al was gis en foi sup' ort fat
15 new projects to challenge the distl\ image
lacing children in this region

Nearly 20 per cent of the population of Latin
America and the Caribbean are childien under
ten years of age More than half of these children
grow up in conditions of extreme poverty. many
Nutlering, from malnutrition and pcor 1th. The
scarcity of educational, health and other services
characterises both the rural areas and the
grossing poverty belts around major cities. In the
United States, reductions in social welfare
expenditures. recession and a grossing gap
between the prisileged and the underprisdeged
have lett many more groups of people vulnetable
to social, educational. cultural and material
deptivation.

The Foundation's earliest insolsement in this
region was in the Caribbean through support for
the Basic Schools programme in Jamaica. These
community-based pre-schools, which originated
in the nineteen-thirties; represent the efforts ot
parents to provide at least rudimentary
education services for their children, using
vs hatever resources they can mobilise
Foundation support has encouraged a focus on
preparing the children for Me; rather than the
earlier emphasis on simply preparing for school,
which was the original concept behind the Basic
Schools programme This approach has also
been successfully demonstrated by Sersol
(Sers ice Volunteered for All), a Foundation-
supported project in Trinidad and Tobago (see
Special Report. page 50).

The Foundation has worked with the Social
Celine in Dominica and is now suppoiting a
project which is focusing on the needs ot teenage
parents and their children. A project in the
Netherlands Antilles and Aruba is concerned
with upgrading the quality of care and education
for children aged 0 to 4 years, focusing both on
institutions and the family.

The Foundation's focus in South America has
been on the development of loss-cost, alionatise
approaches, which mobilise family and
community resouices together with the
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improvement of existing sers tees and increased
coxerage through new approaches The emphasis
is on children's total development, including
health and nutrition, and the encouragement of
culturally relevant concepts, practices and
materials through curriculum development. The
training of para-professionals and the retraining
of conventionally-oriented professionals to
enable them to respond to the challenge of non-
formal, community-based programme inniatises,
has been a specific feature.

In both Colombia and Peru. the Foundation-
supported projects !lase been successful in
upgrading the quality of pre-school education
and cal e' in the areas where they were operating,
and are now being used as mock! for national
programmes. The work being done in the Costa
Athintica area of Colombia is described in the
special report on page 45. In Argentina, projects
!lase been concerned with the' development of
home-b1:,ed Lady education in depressed urban
and rural settings, and the upgrading of primary
education. In Venezuela, para-piofessional pro-
nunotes have been used to work with
communities in the battim of Caracas to
encourage better child rearing practices, while a
new project will undertake a similar approach in
more rural areas. In Brazil, a network of nine
projects is concentrating on home and
community-based, non formal approaches to
pre-school education which address the child's
total deselopment radio than being confined to
overcoming school failure

The gross tug number of projects in Latin
America, and the increasing amount of
information and educational materials being
produced by them, has led to the establidiment
of a resource and documentation centre, based
at the Centro buernacumal (lc Lducacion v
Desattollo Ilumano INDE) in Colombia. The
Centre will collate, extract and ciieulate reports.
at tides and other specialised materials within
Latin Amdica

The Foundation's work in Central America
began in Nicaragua in 1981 with a project to
train locally recruited para-professional pte-
school teacheis to develop low-cost catty
childhood and parent education initiatis es in the
lurid areas in the ninth of the country. In
Mexico, a Foundation-supported project is
extending the coseiage ot a national plc-school



progi amine to leach indigenous Indian. rutal and
marginal urban communities.

In the United States. the Foundation's locus has
been on the empowerment of parents and
communities to &veto') their assn resources and
build up individual and collective consciousntss
of then ability to support their children's
development. Projects ate ssorking with
indigenous minorities such as Indian and Inuit
(Eskimo) communities: teenage patents in run-
down neighbourhoods of Ness York: Hispanic
families in the State of Ness Mexico, families
Using in acutely deprived environments such as
public housing in pails of Boston and the rural
areas of Appalachia. and educationally-
disadvantaged Black families in the Deep South.

The concept of the patent as prime educator.
which is expressed in practice by the protects to
this region and elsess here in the Foundation's
worldsside programme. ssas reinforced at the
Fourth Western Hemisphere Seminar, held in
Lima. Peru in 1986. which took this theme as its
topic Other opportunities for project stall to
share' experiences and exchange ideas occulted
in 1986 at a workshop involving all the
Foundation-supported projects in the United
States. and at a 1987 meeting in Recife. Brazil.
which brought together representatnes tiom all
the Brazilian nrojects.

Co

Jamaica

Netherlands Antilles
and Aruba

Dominica

Trinidad 4
and °
Tobago
\.4



Commitment
Dfl

Initiated Duration Total to
December
1987

Centro de Investigation y Promocion
Educativa y Social (ciPEs) (Centre for Research
in Educational and Social Development)
Chaco parent education programme 19/9 9 1,844,800

Consejo General de Educacion, Provincia del
Chaco (Directorate of Education, Chaco
Province)
Proyecto MEVAL-Resistencia. curriculum renewal
and retraining elementary school teachers 1981 5 1,391,300

Committed
1986-1987

451,600

19,300
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Centro de Investigation y Promotion
Educativa y Social (ciPEs) (Centre for Research
in Educational and Social Development)
Family-based pre-school programme in marginal
areas of Buenos Aires 1985

Universidad Nacional de San Luis (National
University of San Luis)
Proyecto Cruz del Sur parent education and
informal pre-school groups in marginal urban
areas 1988

Governo do Estado de Pernambuco, Secretaria
de Educacao (Pernambuco State Education
Department)
Projeto Arco-Iris comprehensive pre-school,
family and community programme 1984
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4 719,000

3 590,900

7 1,982.900

590.900

1,255,800
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Initiated Duration

Commitment
in Dfl

Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

Prefeitura do Municipio de Sao Paulo,
Secretaria de Educacao e Bem-Estar Social
(Municipality of Sao Paulo, Education and
Social Welfare Department)
Involvement of adolescents as para-professional
monitores in pre-schools 1985 3 1,218,000

Governo do Estado de Piaui, Secretaria de
Educacao (Piaui State, Education Department)
Projeto Poti. educational alternatives for pre-
school children in a deprived urban area 1985 3 799,300

Universidade Federal do Parana (Federal
University of Parana)
Projeto Araucaria. non-formal pre-school
programme in a depressed urban area 1985 3 692,400

Prefeitura Municipal do Natal, Secretaria de
Educacao (City of Natal, Department of
Education)
Projeto Reis Magos education and care for the
pre-school child 1986 3 561,000 561,000

Fundacao Educacional Padre Landell de Moura
(FEPLAM)
Home and community-based child development
programme, Porto Alegre 1987 3 697,200 697,200

Federal University of Santa Maria
Pre-school education combined with parent
education and home-based stimulation in a rural
area, Tres Barras 1987 3 402,800 402,800

Fundacao Fe e Alegria do Brasil
Upgrading the quality of community-based day-
care in favelas in Rio de Janeiro 1987 3 719,100 719,100

abot e Nu aragiw
right Projeto Arco -Iris,
Brazil
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Initiated Duration

Commitment
in Dfl

Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

Secretaria de Educacao do Estado de Mato
Grosso (Mato Grosso State, Education
Department)
Projeto Bocaiuva restructuring urban social
centres into family and child development units 1988 3 690,000 690,000

Universidad del Norte (University of the North)
Costa Atlantica early childhood programme, and
dissemination 1976 12 2 569,500

Centro Internacional de Educacion y
Desarrollo Humano (cINDE) (International
Centre for Education and Human
Development), Medellin
Proyeto Promesa. home and community -eased
education, and dissemination 1977 11 3,815,500 9,500

Centro Internacional de Educacion y
Desarrollo Humano (DINDE) (International
Centre for Education and Human
Development), Medellin
Resource and documentation centre for
innovations in early childhood care and education 1987 3 375,000 375,000

Ministerio de Educacion (Ministry of
Education)
Non-formal early childhood programme in rural
areas 1988 3 1,138,500

Departamento Administrativo de Bienestar
Social, Alcadia Mayor de Bogota (DABS)
(Department of Social Welfare, City of Bogota)
Ciudad Bolivar in-service training and alternative
approaches to community care and early
education 1988 4 977,900 977,900

Ministry of Education and the Social Centre
Pre-school education protect 1977 9 386,700

Ministry of Education and the Social Centre
Children of adolescent mothers 1986 3 472,200 472,200

University of the West Indies. Centre for Early
Childhood Education
Establishment of low-cost resource centre for
support of Basic Schools 1984 6 609,100 101,300

Ministry of Education and University of the
West Indies
Programme for teenage mothers and their
children 1986 3 1 051 000

Ministry of Youth and Community Development
and University of the West Indies
Basic Schools training and development
programme for high-risk areas on the North Coast 1987 3 981,600 981.600

University of the West Indies
Advanced studies in early childhood education 1987 3 197,700 197 700
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Initiated Duration

Commitment
in Dfl

Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

Secretaria de Educacidn, Direccion General de
Educacion Preescoiar (iviinistry of Education,
Directorate of Pre-school Education)
Non-formal pre-school programme for culturally
peripheral communities 1984 4 1.285 400

Centro pa Desaroyo di Antiyas (CEDE Antiyas)
(Centre for the Development of the Netherlands
Antilles)
Improving care and education for the young child 1986 4 1,273.500

Ministerio de Educacion (Ministry of
Education)
Pre-school and community education in rural
areas 1981 9 2.387,600

Ministerio de Educacion (Ministry of
Education)
National centre for the training of professionals
working in non-formal pre-schooi programmes
Ate-Vitarte 1985 6 2.818.000 1,333.000

SERVOL (Service Volunteered for AN)
Regional training for professional and para-
professional pre-school teachers 1983 6 2,130 100 1,166.700

Ministry of Education and SERVOL (Service
Volunteered for All)
Development of non-formal programme of early
childhood education and care in high-risk areas '"87 3 1,299,400 1,299,400

University of Alaska
Cross-cultural learning for young families in
Alaska 1979 9 1,875.100

Committee for Boston Public Housing Inc.
Early childhood education and self-help 1984 6 2.344,500 1,288,500

Denver Indian Centre, Inc.
Early childhood scrvices for urbanised American
Indians 1985 3 1,019,900

Community Studies Inc., New York City
Infant care and parent education for teenage
parents 1985 3 990.800

University of New Mexico, College of Education
Hispanic family education programme 1985 6 2 310,900 1,258 700

Federation of Child Care Centres of Alabama
(FOCAL)

Upgrading day-care services and parent
education 1986 3 1,505,100 200.200

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee
Maternal and infant education in deprived
communities in Appalachia 1987 3 1,212,800 1,212,800
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Universidad Metropolitana (Metropolitan
University)
Alternative integrated pre-school education

Ministerio de Education and Fundaprin
(Fundaci6n para la Infancia) (Ministry of
Education and Foundation for Childhood)
Proyecto Paraguana community-based formal
and non-formal day-care with para-professional
mothers ;n a semi-rural area
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Inttrated Duration

1985

1988 3

5.1

Professor Ru! Berger and Dra Dal,/a de 0 Braga coordinators of the Pot! prorect

'1/45.4
.4;

4rIk'

Commitment
Dfl

Total to Committed
December 1986-1987
1987

844,200

600 100 600 100



Projeto Arco-Ins,
tomprehensise pre-
school family and
community programme,
Pernambuco State,
Brazil
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Special report:

Colombia

Developing

communities on the
Atlantic roast

Children under seen sears of age hat e been
descnbed as 'perhaps the most defenceless

group in Colombia'. At least two million of this
child population of just under tite million tI985
census) suffer from malnutrition and 'lack the
basic conditions necessary for normal emotional
and psychological Po" th

In 1974. the Colombian government passed Lass
27. which levied a two per cent tax on the
salaries of all workers to pay for the care of pre-
school children in the count') and gate the
iesponsibility for pros iding this care to the /nth,-
1u10 Colomburno de Thenestal famlhat (ICBI
Institute of Fanult Weifare). In 1976. the
L'mter Wad del Norte (Unmorte) in the city of
Barranquilla formulated a proposal for a project
for the integrated care and development of pre-
school children on the Atlantic coast In 1977.
with Foundation support, the project was
initiated in the community of La Playa

Thus began a fruitful relationship between the
thiec oigamsations. "I he experiences gathered
from that one small area have now been
broadened to other areas. including the iwe,ior
of the counts. In its latest phase, the model is
being used by the Government in its nationwide
Meneslar lwindiar (Family Wellbeing)
piogramme. with Uninorte providing back-up in
resources and training, and in evaluation

I he project is an excellent example of how a
unkersity can work with a community. and how
then respectke participation can contribute to
alleviating the deprivation faced by. the
community, the family. and the child.

The project has succeeded in bringing
communities together. instilling a sense of
solidarity. while at the same time. increasing
awareness of their problems and solution, and
their capacity to act On the othei hand, the
unit ersity ins olt ement has made students MOIL
,aware of the marginal !king conditions of a large
proportion of the population. resulting in a
commitment on their part to do something
about it.

La Playa

La Playa is a typical depressed coastal fishing
sdlage \Oleic 31) per cent of the 4,00
inhabitants are below the age of seven.
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Most of the women woik in the home. Public
sert ices in the region aie cAnemely unreliable
and incomes are loss The pioject worked with
three main social units the family, the guarderia
or dos caie centre. and the community Its
objectites were to 'molt e the community in the
pros 'sum of specialised educational sets ices for
pre school children. to deselop a pie- school
curriculum appropriate to the local culture and
et attune its application. and to impiote local
lit ing standards through the use of the
unit el sity 's specialised skills and services

Pre-school centre

The pie-school centre. managed by the
unit eisity. was established in an abandoned
primary school. This served :is a base for
deteloping an expeiimental curriculum in
teaching practice for the unit students. as
well as for nutritional.
psychological and health services prosided
the university to the community.

From the beginning. piwnits were encouraged to
participate in their children's education A rota
system waS established for all mothers working
In the centre who assisted the teachers one
morning two or three times a month. At first, the
mothers obsered how the teachers worked and
exchanged ideas with them on the children's
behas lour. But later they started to play a more
actit e role. working, directly with groups of
children. The teachers also visited homes to
advise mothers on how they could best
contribute to then children's development.

ahoie a pt ojei pre - school

The community programme

Initially it was difficult to get the community to
become [molted in sell-help activities because
of attitudes of fatal resignation, the result of a
tiadition of highly centralised. government
d.xision-making. A committee was formed. and
with the help of the University's engineering
faculty. the community constructed children's
recreation spaces, installed public latrines.
provided street lighting, planted nees, and
formed tarious cultural groups and an
football league



The people's morale ssas raised by their nest'
alAareness of their capacity to do something
about problems in their environment. This was
folkmed by adult education classes yy here the
ssomen in particular learned skills such as
SO1 mg. k1 easing and baking. and before long.
some sere beginning to earn an income from
these activities

Models of pre-school

After ten years of educational mtersention. the
project has arrived at three forms of pre-school
provision in La Playa. the original day
care centre is nosy a centre for a eider
community education and action progiamme.
and is also used as a demonstration and in-
seryice training centre for professionals and
para-professionals.

Second. in three Se \ en.1), depriyed urban
communities in the industrial sector of
Bananquilla. sshete malnutrition among children
\ as still abuse 70 per cent. hogines «mill/la/es
(community centres) are established in the
houses of members of the community Each has
tsyo paia-professionals to look after 25 children,
assisted by mothers of the children. The motheis
learn about child doelopment, health eelLea.ion.
home musing, cooking and nutrition. In
addition. the hogaes comumiles act as meeting
places for local youth groups \1ho are
encouraged to inmate all kinds of eommunits
action. This is particularly %1 hen drugs
are easily as ailable and drug abuse is common.

The third form of pre-school provision is in
Salgar. a rural community almost entirely
dependent on agriculture, ss here the linear
iecma /(neighbourhood pre-sch,-: centre) has
come into being, and are cafe(' for by
para professionals and mothers. This centre
cooperates \1ith the primary school. the local
health centre, and the national literacy
programme in providing services to the
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commimity \1hile a parent edueation programme
reinforces learning at home.

Th91/4 tor the first time in the Costa Atlanticai
pre-school curriculum is taking into account the
family as an educational agent. The project
argues that pre-school mtersention %%filch does
not also enrich the life of the family and the
community can only be a partial success This is
creating a change in attitude, encouraging the
community itself to find solutions to their
problems and \Nays to imploye their liYing
conditions.

The professo,1/4 and students of the inuYersity
play an important role in the project On the one
hand. they ploy ide training in the areas of
health, education and psyehological deselopment
of children. On the other hand, the experience
they have gained from the project helps them in
their research and caluation of the model. Rut.
perhaps more unpoi tam for the sustamability of
the project, many of these students are nosy
holding positions in RBI and other institutions.
prosiding opportunities to disseminate the ideas
and methods %%Inch haw been deseloped.

Attei the consolidation of the La Playa
experience. the protect is urns eoneentiating on
t \No areas: training of professionals from 1( 131
and the NImistry of Education ssho sill, in turn.
impale para-professionals at both uniYeicaty and
community lock, and ,a2eond, establishing links
\kith mho Colombian unueisines to disseminate
the models des eloped in La Playa.

Train,.

'I laming is at time leYels. the comniunitY,
V,O\ crnmentind 11111 \ CI Slt1,. At community le\ el.
the aim is to oigamse the eommunity. mobilise
the young and old, and to use parents as
educational agents At the goy einmentai
technicians of organisations traditionally
rendering services to children such as the



above Casa Sun

Ministry of Education. 1('131, and tit NA (the
adult education sel ice) ale named to imploeo
then set ices, recognising the socio-edikati mal
input ,1t unieelsite teed. students horn the pie-
and post-giaduate plogiammes ate intensied\
pained both to paitiLipatt in and cealuate. the
prunes of de% eloping the community .wound the
needs of the child.

Casas comunales

t. 050 o omtomtes ale comminute centres ee Inch
phi\ ide a stimulating en\ nonment ton the
children The mothers thcmseleeS C \pit:SS then
\all\laCtl011 11th the calk; pioetded to then
childien, noting the good diet, the increased
eeibal qualities of the children rhablan 1000
and mole interaction eeith all family members
(including lathers) at home.

The Caen .San Ionando is in the )1 a

comminute member ee Inch has been leturbished
by the project. It is in a squatter area, \\ell
knoeen for its high rates of delinquency.
Approximately 25 children beteeeen he° and sie,
years of age attend the activities organised by six

r
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mothers. A rudimentary kitchen, bathroom, and
furniture have been prosided partially by 1C131
With the addition of donations from the
community The building is clean. %%lilt a vaid
ssheie the childien can play

The llogiu Auetyi (o/ombuz is in an aica ssheic
violence is common. The 110,e/it consists of a
kitchen, a bathroom and a laige classroom %%hew
approximately 55 childien are in the can: of
eight mothers from the comminute Hien main
concern is that the childien stay oh the sheets
ee hew there is danger.

So tat, it is estimated that the Costa Atlantica
pioieet has benefited mole than 20.000 childicn
and adults in the Atlantic() legion
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Government programme

he ploiect rs lime tom m eentute
beteeecn the ( ono eidth.' del 4\atie and I( RI and
Is pioeiding naming and lest:melt tot the
national llogatee /atm/hues (Lndy home-based
pie shoots) programme announced by Piesident
Bale°. \s ho \us elected in 1987 This campaign
against 'absolute pose' ty is to be achieved
Ono' ,h the setting up of 15)55 -cost, community,
based, paia-piolessionally ion centres lot the
Late. nutrition and education of pre-school
Lhildien It is anticipated that the programme

haec leaLhed one and a hall million childien
be 1992

The oeeiall aim of the pioieLt is to ensure that
the emerging hogoies nihures oho a genuinely
deselopmental, and not meiely custodial, early
experience for children The target is 20,000 ho-
gates and 2.00(3 supel \ism) staff. Tianung
packages are being deseloped to meet the needs
of the dittelent categories of eeorkeis

There's hope yet tot those heo million childien
under the age of see en, 'perhaps the moat

defenceless gum') m
Colombia'



right: Eakin Ortiz
far right: Beatriz
Mendoza de Montano

Interviews

Etilcia Ortiz, a mother in La Playa has been
owner of a panaderia communitaria (community
bakery) for four years.

Q: How did you become trained?

EO: With SENA (The Adult Education Service)
which the project referred me to. Many
mothers in the community went through
this course. There were 20 of us and in the
beginning we all worked here. The Univer-
sidad del Norte and SENA helped us to buy
the furnaces and other necessary materials.

Q: How was the initial group organised?

4,

ti

EO: The Director of the Hogar Infantil (pre-
school centre) proposed the idea. She
discussed the importance of opening a
bakery with a group of mothers. We agreed
and formed a group and requested an
instructor from SENA.

Q: How did you know about the project?

EO: We have children in the hogar infanta and
it's there that we got to know about it. It
was also at the hogar infimti/ that we
mothers got organised, including those who
do not have any children. People from the
project and SENA came every week to see
how we were getting on at the bakery.

Q:

EO:

What benefits have you gained from the
training programme?

EO: Equally well. By forming similar groups,
they can achieve many things. One person
can't achieve much whereas a group can. A
group unites the community ane they can
work together to get results.

How does your family feel about your links
to the programme?

They are very happy about it, especially my
husband. They're happy to see me having
my own work.

Q:

EO:

Beatriz Mendoza de Montano has 25 children in
her Hogar Comunitario (community pre-school)
in the barrio of San Salvador. She has been
doing this work in her home for seven years,
with the assistance of the project. The children
come each day and are given a meal when they
arrive, followed by activities together with their
mothers.

Q:

BMM:

Many benefits, thanks to Uninorte and
SENA. They've helped me and my family.
We didn't have a house, but they helped my
husband and I find work and we're now
able to have a house. I am most grateful for
my work in the bakery and the pride it Q:
gives me.

Q: How do you think other communities can BMM:
benefit from the sort of programmes in
which you have participated?
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In what way has the project contributed to
your personal development?

In an important way because I have been
feeling very alone since my children have
grown up and I don't have them here any
more. The project gave me the opportunity
to work. In the beginning it was difficult
because my house suddenly became noisy
and busy, but later I got used to the
children. Now, at the weekends, the house
feels empty without the children present. I
feel happy that I'm helping my community
and all the mothers are also happy to be in
the hogar.

What changes have you observed in your
life, your family and your community?

Before, I was communicating very little
with other people in my community. But
now I have formed relationships with the



mothers, whom I enjoy working with and
helping. It's an important experience for
me because I was timid before.

Q: And your family?

BMM: My work is of great benefit to my family
because my husband is a pensioner and his
pension is not enough to live on. My
children can now finish their university
courses.

Q: What influence has the project had on the
development of the children in your
community?

BMM:Many children here are rebels, they speak
little and are not sociable. The children
adapt well to the hogar, even the very
young. Those who didn't know how to talk
have learned to do so, and can now relate
to other children. The mothers have
benefited greatly because many of them are
working and now they can leave their
children safely at the hogar.

Liliana Peinado de Rosa worked with the
project and is now with ICBF. She is Director of
the Hogar Familiar (family home-based pre-
school) in the Zona Negra in Barranquilla. She
has 120 children under her supervision and is
responsible for the direction and administration
of the hogar and the training of para-
professionals in different areas.

Q: In what way has the experience you
acquired in the project served you in your
work with mothers and children?

LPR: What we've been able to do here is as much
as what we did in the project. Its taught me
a lot, especially the work with the
community. It's given me the tools to reach
the mothers. The group work has also
benefited me greatly: we formed study
groups with people from the community.
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In La Playa we were working with marginal
sectors of the population. In principle, we
try to apply the knowledge we acquired
from university, but through the experience
of working in the community, our
knowledge reaches a higher level. That's
what I've learnt and that's necessary for my
work.

.) 6

Francis J. Royett V. is a psychologist in the
project and is also responsible for training. He is
working as coordinator in the Cesar area,
following the agreement between the Universidad
del Norte and ICBF. He trains technical personnel
from ICBF, the jardineras comunitarias (pre-
school teachers) and other educational agents
working in the area of integrated care of pre-
school children and in the area of community
development.

Q: In what way has your experience in the
project served you in your work as a
professional?

FJR: In many ways. Without that experience,
perhaps I wouldn't have been able to do as
much in my work. As a professional, it has
shaped me a lot. The contact which I had
with the community from the time I was a
student has largely determined my choice
to work in the social sector, and this has
helped me to learn more about the region I
live in and my country as a whole. That
experience has been significant in directing
my knowledge to an area which has
demonstrated little results, but above all, it
has helped me to reach the people whom
we work with.

Q:

FJR:

Q:

FJR:

What aspects of your work with the project
have made the most impact on you?

They are varied, but especially the way in
which our marginal communities live
their precarious conditions of living. To see
how, in one small area of a few square
metres, five or more families live, side by
side with the animals, and having no basic
facilities. To see what a desperate state
they are in has helped me to empathise
with them. This is vital for our work here.

How significant, at the personal level, is
your work in the project?

It is important as a process of sensitisation
and becoming aware of the reality in my
country. It is significant also in the growing
relationships I have with the people, and
most important of all I think, is that seeing
such a reality necessitates that I do
something because community work is a
part of my life



Special report:

Trinidad and
Tobago

A

willingness
to listen

T he Catibbean Lite Centre pioject "hundad.
\\ Inch the Foundation has been supporting

since 1983, piovides pie-school teaches naming
tot students from all user the Caribbean. To

understand ho\\ this project came about. its
rationale and its acti\ Ines. it is necessary to
go hack to the beginning of Scr\ ol (Sel \ ice
volunteered for all). its parent
organisation

In 1970. Trinidad and Tobago erupted in
a set ies of riots, a result of the
depri\ ation,pmerty and unemployment
aggra\ ated by a WI in oil prices. In
September of that )ear, t\\o men
Gerard Pantin. a local Catholic priest
named as a high school teacher. and
Wes Hall. a famous West Indian
cricketer \sent to the ghetto area

of the capital. Port-of-Spain. to see for
themselves the conditions of the people listng
their The asked them ss hat then problems
\\ cie and ho\\ they could help.choir the Tories ('ark

Cite ( entre being
otisttlitted In Solo!

trainees,

Servo,: the beginning

Within a year. they helped the people of the area
equip themselves \\ ith sport and tecicational
facilities, furniture for community centres,
typo\ riteis and other equipment. and even lobs.
!his \\ as the beginning of Scr\ ol Nothing \\ as
even free people had to insest their o\\n time
and mono as \s ell. Set- \ ors conti \\ as
organisational and technical C\peilke, finance to
holster their meagic funds. and most important
of all, a \\ illingness to listen to \\ hat people le
sa\ ing and to help them to rebuild their
confidence in themselves.

In mid -1971. the Foundation appro\ ed a giant to
the fledgling organisation to support youth \coil,.
\ ocanonal training. In11,,er1 school education
and icseatch

Training the untrainable

Participants in Sei \ ol acti\ Ines come almost
entirely from the poorest areas \\ ith the fe.\\ est
facilities and the least hope They and young
people \\ ho ha\ e either been neglected by. 01
pushed out of, the educational system teenagers
\\ ho haw been labelled untrainable and
unemployable Once they have been through the
Servo' experience, a high proportion of them
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find jobs of slant their (mn businesses. °diets go
on to further education. some of them ictinn to
Set \ ol as name's and insnuctois

1 he \ ()cantina! courses otter naming in different
Hades (plumbing. \selling. mason; V. calpenny.
eleetites. auto mechanics. pinning, catering)
\\ ith basic skills such as litelae\ and numeracy
Rut the key femme is pro\ 'ding opportunities
lot pat ticipants to deselop sell-kno\\ ledge and
confidence

All the trainees spend part of then time looking
after cluldien in the pre-schools Set \ ol has set
up. i he also pro\ ide ease 1(11 eldetly people in
their (mn homes. and assist at Set vol's centres
for street vagrants. l'he trainees themsches are
responsible lot cleaning and maintaining the
'Itemises they use, and tne majority of the
centres stele built or ieno\ ated and adapted
them.

Mei hall of Ser\ ol's income der Res from its
(mn nainces \\ ho obtain building or cam mg
contracts

Life Centres

In the course of helping thousands of
indi\ Sel \ 01 ani\ ed at a set of pimciples
ss Inch. in the late sot:Mies. led to the concept of
'Life (*cines . structures designed and oigamsed
to hop communities gio\\ and d,:\ clop out of
po\ city. and \\ Inch encompass all aspects of
community life.

The Lift Ccnne is desetibed by Father Gerard
Pantin. the 'mimic! of Sei sot, as 'a centre
concerned \\ ith the emotional, moral and
spiritual development of these young adolescents
\\ ho had come nom dcpmed Lundy situations.

\\ Inch all this development. traditionally
passed on from famil\ to child, \\ as noticeably
missing'

Winning a community's trust

The Sets ol method of listening and responding
taught the \\ °risers \ cry call\ on that one of the
most encen\ \sans of mobilising a fragmented.
umnon \ ated communth, is to begin \\ ith a
program me for then children. 1 he nursery
school then becomes a ',Olt of listening do ice
th101igh you can listen attentRely to \\ hat
the people tell you about themselves, their
leadeis. then hopes. then disappointments, and
their plans for the future. It enables you to
intent:sic respectfully in the Ines of the
community by listening to them and ensuring
that they play an integral pact m both the
planning and the implementation of the
proposed moject

All the pre-schools set up by Set\ ol ale stalled
by young \\ omen from the amens \\ here the
`,111001,, are located and the\ recei\ e training
through Sei \ ol Also operating nom the pie-
school is a health ptogiamme. to \\ hich a muse
and paramedical \\ others go horn \ illage to
\ 'nage, checking children's health. guying talks to
adult gimps, and holding iegulm clinics



Outreach programme

Drum the beginning. Seisul \\ elcomed sisnot.
\\ ho tame mainly hom other Calibbean
tel to see \\ kit \\ tiN being clout: Som.:
asked Sei \ol to set up similar inganisations nr
then o\\ n countries. others asked for ads ice so
that they themselyes could set up such
organisations, \\ hde some \\ anted Scis 01 to nam
people \\ ho could cork along similar lines in
their (mil communities This interest led Servol
iu anitidil an olio each progiantmc in 1981, to
disseminate the Selsol emenence else\\ hele in
the Caribbean.

Potential leaders from other countries \seie
invited to spend periods varying from a fens

aboic the norsen at the
La (,lout Lilt (elan

-.5

f.-
1...5 _aft.
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seeks to t\\ 0 years. looking at Sersohs \\ ork and
to decide \\ hat part of the programme ys
relevant to their own situations.

Teacher training

Most pie- schools in the Caribbean ale run
privately by individual \\omen. chinches or
voluntary organisations and floss here is pie-
school education fully funded and suppoited hs
, government. As most of the areas are pool. the
teacher is rarely able to do more than suppoit
heiself and is unlikely to hale mole than
plimary education. 1-e\\ teacher, understand has
to 111011101C de \ C101)111(211 tal programmes \\ ith

childien and their parents. relying instead on
kite learning Each teacher may base bemeen 15
and 40 children under her care

'I he need for intensive training programmes for
these teachers is crucial if substantial changes
ale to he made in the preparation of young
childien lot entry to school and to enhance their
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all-round deselopment. Servol's training system
is designed to bung untrained young \\ omen to a
high le\ el of understanding of child deselopment
and to help them acquire the skills they need to
cork \\ 'thin a L0111111111111\ setting. I-his approach
is unique lin the legion

1 he Nursers leacher Banningalliffig COM c opened in
Ianuars IOSI th ,7 students including sus en
hom °Mei alibbean commies. 1.he course con-
sists of one sear of full -time studs and teaching
piacticc tolltmed hs (55 o sears supermen
inteinship in then imn communities The pie-
school teachei training curriculum is combined
\\ ith leadership training and community
deselopment Dining the course, the trainees arc
Insulsed in community projects of then choice.

Trainees base consistently complained of the
lack of indigenous resoinces and materials
\\111101 the legion Loss cost. ettecti\ e. and
culturally reloant learning materials arc needed.
and creating them is part of the course In the
process. trainees learn mine about the concepts
they ale try mg to demonstrate and him to
communicate them to the children and parents.

Some reports on Servol graduates

'Andrea works in a most depressing environment.
She is surrounded by indifferent teachers ... in
spite of her negative environment, Andrea
manages to be upbeat, positive and pleasant. She
is flexible regarding colleagues and the
community's indifference to what she is trying to
accomplish.' (Antigua)

`Brunette spoke very positively of her Servol
experience in relationship to the Dominican
situation. She was handling problems with
parents very well; was active in a community
clean-up project and is hoping to take the
examinations needed to qualify her for
government certification. She wants to remain a
nursery school teacher but aims at opening her
own school if the Government does not upgrade
salaries.' (Dominica)

'Joan mentioned several initiatives that she had
taken with parents and seemed to be quite proud
of her activity in the community. She reported
that she was beginning to break through to the
other teachers. They were now seeking her out in
problem situations and accepting her monitoring
and guidance in the normal day-to-day routine:
(St. Lucia)

'Anne Marie and Elizabeth's nursery school is
now considered one of the best in Grenada in
terms of the stimulating environment of the
school and the evident preoccupation of the
teachers with the planning and implementation
of their programmes. What was also apparent
was their desire to draw the community into a
wider project but the political situation is still a
strong barrier to communities getting together.'
(Grenada)



SERVOL news

Recognition

One of the problem, faced by Servol and the
graduate\ of its pre-school training course is that
the qualification is not recognised by any of the
gmeinments in the region This is both a cause
and reflection of the low status. small salaiies
and lack of facilities available to pre-school
teachers. However, during 1987 Servol reached
agreement with the UnRersity of Oxtoid, in the
United Kingdom. for accreditation of its naming
course.

The scope and Coscrage of the pre-school
teacher training programme is being expanded in
response to expiessed needs The aim is to train
an additional 500 teachers from the legion 1)%
1990 who will he responsible for between
10.0(0) and 12,000 children.

At the same time. educational support sci %ices
provided by Servol to other Caribbean
territories are being extended. with the ultimate
goal of a nemori. of 'small Ser%ols' along the
island chain. Local supei%kors will be trained in
the expectation that local teacher naming and
resource centres will be set up in selected areas.
Two of these hale so far been set up, in Grenada
and in St Lucia Locally based super%isois are
ciitical to the functioning of the early, childhood
progRIIIIIIIC while the Caribbean Life Centre in
Trinidad will continue to be a resource base for
ex- trainees, mos iding a floss of funds, materials
and ads rsoi y services

Adolescent parent programme

A new initialise was taken towards the end of
19$5. incorporating the principles, theories and
work of the previous 15 years, in the Adolescent
Parent Programme. In response to the pressures
lacing family structure in the Caribbean as a
result of both industrial and social change, the
objectke of this programme is to train teenagers
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A profile of the adolescents who apply for
entry to the Servol programme.

They suffer from low self esteem through 12
years of contact with an educational system
which is largely irrelevant to their needs and
does not prepare them for life or employment.

- They have no sense of identity, either personal
or with any institution in the society.

- They have the weirdest ideas about their
bodies and none whatsoever about the way
their minds function.

- They are ignorant and hence careless, about
their health.

- Though often sexually active, they lack basic
knowledge about sexuality and procreation.

- They are undisciplined and unmotivated.
- They are suspicious of the world of adults.
- They often feel rejected by parents and

teachers.
- They do not seem to care about themselves nor

are they caring about others.
- The majority have either dropped out of school

or left school with no certification.

to become well informed and caring parents. In
particular. it aims to stimulate and develop the
paternal instinct in male adolescents whose
culture encourages them to believe that young
children are the responsibility of their mothers
only

Government priority

The new gmernment, elected in December 1986,
is making the rebuilding f a vital education
system one of its top priorities. Servol's help was
enlisted immediately following the election and a
joint non formal education programme has been
initiated. with Foundation support. which
includes a major expansion of community-based
early childhood education and care. The
programme aims to establish 75 pre-school
centres, train 150 teachers, and create 6,000
new pre-school places within three years. By
August 1987.40 new schools had already been
established and their teachers trained.

The programme bears many chalactenstics of
the Seiol approach. Pie-schools are not to be
imposed on communities. Instead, communities
arc ins ited to request such facilities and, at the
same time, to identify what support they
themselves will contribute A key ingredient
the programme is the example of the group of
pie-school workers that Servol has been training

approximately 30 pre-school teachers a year.
halt of them from Trinidad. Another aspect is
the adolescent training component. again an area
%%here Sersol's expertise has been demonstrated
owl the years. Some 72 Ira111111e, Centr e. are to
he set up throughout the country in a loint
Gmeinment Ser%ol programme to tackle the
problems of adolescents.

Theme is also a plan to mate 10,000 jobs for
adolescents aged 17 to 19, a Joint venture
between the Ministry of industry and the pi sate
sector Ihe arrangement with Scisol is that most



The Sunshine Life Centre
above the punting
secnon
right. the nursery

of the young people concerned should first
undergo training at a Servol Life Centre before
being assigned to an appropriate job.

A new Caribbean society

Thus the Servol approach is being \\Kieft
disseminated through the nation and the legion.
As Nis Pamela Nicholson. Minister in the
Nlinistly of Education. puts it'Ne have decided
to appoint Servol as our agent in disseminating
tile type of pogiammes they hme prmed to he
successful and to give them a tree hand to set up
a number of pre-school life centres all user the
country to administer to groups of children a
community-based educational programme

When the priest and the cricket star into

the streets in the ghetto of Port-of-Spain in the
autumn of 1970. they laid the foundations for
creating a nev, Caribbean parent. a new
Caribbean child and. ultimately, a new
Caribbean society.
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Part of the programme at the Life Centres
helps the teenagers to learn more about
themselves. Following are excerpts of reports
on the trainees:

`I remember Horace, a former trainee paying a
visit to the Beetham Centre five years later,
holding by the hand an engaging two-year-old
whom he proudly displayed as his son.... He said,
"One thing I can tell you about this child, his
subconscious is clean and nobody going to
interfere with that." ... there's little doubt that he
had learned something very important about
himself and about bringing up children.'

Another trainee whom we shall call Sylvia,
suffered from bouts of severe depression, due
largely to a very uncaring family situation which
featured a mother with few moral values and an
alcoholic father. When she was urged to enter
within herself and, over a period to time, to
resurrect those painful memories of childhood
which she had repressed, she found that this
resulted in a great deal of pain and a temporary
increase in her depression. It was suggested that
she discontinue the practice for a while but she
simply said: "I am still depressed but now I
understand why and I know that my days of
depression will one day be over."'

Comments of graduates of the three-and-a-half
month Adolescent Development Programme at
a Servol Life Centre:

`At first, some of the students never said a word
and now they go out and speak in front of
anyone. Whatever little talent you have, go forth
and use it.' (Nolyn Cazoe, 21)

`When we came in as students we didn't expect
the level of teaching we got. The teachers helped
us to build self confidence and a good attitude
towards life.' (Gerard Guy, 17)

Guy intends to go back to school and further his
studies.
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Foundation Network
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D art Ilel \hip %% ith the community is a key
/ concept in all the Foundation- supported
projects But the concept of partnership also
extends into the relationships that hoe been
built up. ay,' are continuing to glow. among, the
man\ mciabers of the Foundation's woildwide
Network of projects and people who are
concerned with imposing earls childhood Laic
and education Netssoi king is an open-ended
process which is intended to seise the prima\
goal of building a global perspective on the
needs of children and young families and.
through this. to encourage more powerful
Inman\ es and leadeiship at local. regional and
national le\ el

1 he Foundation den\ ely encourages a
continuous exchange of ideas. experience. skill.
and materials to enable piojects to consolidate
and build on the strengths of successful
Inman\ es. to learn the sometimes painful lessons
that emerge hom the less than successful
\ (mimes. so that future programmes can a\ oid
the same pitfalls. and to inject a constant source
of now and limo\ atm proposals into the
Network. so that a flexible and attentive
response can be maintained to the needs of
disachantaged children

the process of netwolking goes on at many
lesels inter project \ isits in exchanges of staff
enable those conecincd to understand in detail
how other teams work. their problem-sok mg
approaches specific skills: national or sub-
regional network meetings enable projects
then-N:1\ es to set the agenda and to begin
\corking toward making an impact on national
appioaches to cal ly childhood education. based
on their own experiences The small-scale inter-
projcet exchanges locus on punctilio aspects of
the day -to -dad practical ssork. national. regional
and international haining workshops for project
staff set ye to upgi ade skills in planning.
implementing and c \ :Mffing projects. adcisor\
missions set \c to identify potential project
paitneiN in a paincular :ounti y. or allow lie an
miens' \ e exercise in assessing the prop CNN and
future ()ppm tunnies of a specific project. and
major international seminal. explore in depth
one of the themes that cut across the ssork of all
the piojects

In the 1986-1987 period. all these facets of
nem inking were in Ckideme Iwo international
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seminars were held: the first in Lima. Peru in
1986 dealt with the question of The Patent as
Prime liducatm Changing PatteinS set

Parenthood'. \11111e the second. held in
Newcastle. Austi aim in 1987. took 'Children at
the Malgm. A Challenge tot Patents. Community
and Piotessionals' as its topic (Brief summaries
of the seminal. appeal on page 61).

Six advisory missions took place dining the
pciiod Four of these wt2:t2 to pioiects: in Lisbon.
Poitugal to implo\ e the methods of elementary
school teachers: to the project in Glasgow. UK to
encourage Lnd\ and community Inman\ es
"hieh support )01111g children: to the alternative
child care services project in Malaysia: and to
the project in Not w ay which encourages
bicultural education foi young Saari children
All resulted in projects being extended for
anodic' phase of wink in older to consohuate
their initial positi\ c results. The mission to the
Netherlands Antilles. which \ 'sited the early
childhood c ire and education project at the end
of its first year of operation. served to c \ aluate
the doelopment of the project and advise on
future planning and implementation. The mission
to the People's Republic of China. at the
imitation of the Central Institute of Educational
Research. led to the deselopment of a project to
upgrade pre-schools in a rural pros ince.

An annual e\ cut is a workshop in The Hague for
staff from new piojects. These workshops allow
ness project leaders to meet each other and
Foundation staff and Trustees, share plans and
ambitions. and deselop an understanding of the
relationship of partnership which the Foundation
seeks to build. This opportunity for an exchange
of \less. is being reinfineed in many countries
through a series of tegianal or national training
workshops initiated by the projects. During this
period workshops hoe been held in\ ol\ mg
projects in 13olesw a (Botswana. Lesotho and
Swaziland). Brazil. Colombia. Israel. Italy.
Kenya. Malaysia. Peru. Portugal. Singapore.
South Africa. Spain. the United Kingdom and
the United States To further facilitate the
exchange of expenence, national networks of
Foundation-supported projects hoe been
established in 13mM. Isiael. Italy. Portugal and
South Africa.

Th small-scale exchanges that occur constantly
among the piojects hoe perhaps the most lasting
and pi ofound impact. Staff from the new project
un Morocco \ [sited the longer-established project
in Peru in 1986, follimed b a reciplocal cisit
from Peru ti) Morocco in 1987. which pros ided
both pined. with ness insights. Six staff from
the piojects in Thailand spent 12 days wining
the piojects in Wad and both the hosts and the
\ kiwi-. found the exchanges of ideas and
experiences profitable One of the home xisiting
coordinators from an Israeli project touted

piojects in the t K and Ireland. and 55,o,
able to use the experience as the basis hit
011.2,1111.111g \\ °dollops in Israel to shale hci
finding. with other piojects

These. and some of the man\ other cents that
hase occurred dining the pet tod. are summatised
on the follmxing pages to gi\ e something of the
flavour of a vibrant network in action.



A Selection

of Network events

during
1986 and 1987

The Foundation Network in action

January 1986 Advisory Mission to the Escola Comuntdade Eco project in Portugal

Ms Margaret Valadian, Director of the Aboriginal Trairiing and Cultural Institute,
was awarded the Order of Australia 'for services to the corornun4 particularly in
the field of Aboriginal education and culture'

Staff from the three Foundation-supported projects in Portugal (the HERA
network) met for the first time

A national seminar on 'Upgrading Child Care Centres in Malaysia' was organised
by the Ministry of Welfare Services, which operates the Foundation-supported
Alternative Child Care Services project

February 1986 Four staff members from the project in Sarawak visited the project in Sabah.

Three staff members from the Bicultural Early Childhood project in Norway
visited the Umea project in Sweden to discuss their common experiences in
working with the Saan

March 1986 Evaluators of projects in Israel met

April 1986

May 1986

June 1986

Professor Henning Johansson, Director of the Umea project, received
Sweden's highest award for innovative work in education, the 'Golden
Elephant'

Wendy Dignan, coordinator at the Craigroyston Under-Fives Centre in Scotland,
UK, visited seven projects in Israel and described it as 'an experience I will value
for a long time The opportunity to discuss and observe closely other projects
involved with families and their communities in another country is a chance
seldom granted to teachers

Fourth Western Hemisphere Seminar, Lima, Peru, on 'The Parent as Prime Edu-
cator Changing Patterns of Parenthood' (see page 61)

An exhibition of work of the Servol project in Trinidad and Tobago opened at the
Commonwealth Institute in London, UK

Dr Rosa Ehsa Perrone de Souza, Director of the Araucana project in Brazil, spent
a week at the Costa Atlantica project in Colombia The pre-school curriculum
used by the Colombian project has been translated and adapted for use by the
Araucana project

Directors of Israeli projects met

Two-day meeting of the three protects in Portugal

Project coordinators from the Programme for Early Childhood Education oper-
ating in Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland met

The Milan-based Tempo per le Fang lie project was used as an example at the
national conference in Italy entitled 'Towards an Ecology of Childhood'

Dr Jose Amar Amar, Director of the Costa Atlantica protect in Colombia, visited
the Amadora and RADIAL projects in Portugal
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right. face-painting
during a 'Jun Dar'
organised by the project
for family education for
mothers and young
children Aberdeen, 1,1%

July 1986

August 1986

September 1986

.

The Connemara project in Ireland produced a video in Gaelic on the various
stages of child development

Five Foundation-supported projects in Asia presented papers at the Fourth
Asian Workshop on 'Child and Adolescent Development', organised by the
Institute of Education in Singapore

The Andalucia project in Spain published the third pair of books in a series
intended for pre-school children and teachers and parents

Advisory Mission to the Partnership in Education project in Glasgow, UK.

Two staff from the Pilot Pre-school Training project in Morocco visited the Ate-
Vitarte project in Peru

A film entitled 'Who is responsible for the child?' was shown on television in the
Netherlands Antilles and Aruba It was made in cooperation with the Foundation-
supported project for Improving the Care and Education of the Young Child

Mrs Mapitso Malepa, Director of the Entokozweni Early Learning Centre in South
Africa, toured several Israeli projects

The Young Families Now project in Aberdeen, UK held a 'Fun Day' at a park in
Torry, the neighbourhood in which the project is working. Nearly 500 people took
part

Staff from nine projects attended the week-long Project Staff Workshop held at
the Foundation's headquarters in The Hague

The Arco -Iris project in Brazil hosted a training seminar on evaluation strategies
and techniques which included participation from three other Brazilian projects

Some 30 staff from all the projects in Scotland met in Glasgow, UK

Dr Carlos Leighton, Director of the Alternative Integrated Pre-school Education
project in Venezuela, visited Colombia to study the work of the Costa Atlantica
project

October 1986 T' first meeting of all the Foundation-supported projects in the USA was held in
Boston
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November 1986

December 1986

January 1987

February 1987

Professor Rui Berger and Dra Delve de 0 Braga, coordinators of the Pots project
in Brazil, visited the Araucaria and the Fe e Alegna projects, also in Brazil

All three Foundation-supported projects in Portugal (HERA) participated in a
national seminar for early childhood care and education specialists

NI the Foundation-supported projects in South Africa met in Johannesburg and
decided to establish a national network

The National Trades Union Congress, which operates two Foundation-
supported projects in Sinaapore. oraanised an international conference on
'Community Involvement in the Care and Education of Young Children' which
was attended by nearly 200 people

A delegation from the Council of Europe visited the Mingardo project in Italy to
discuss the roie of formal and non-formal education methods and community
action to promote education and socio-economic opportunities

Six representatives from projects in Thailand spent 12 days touring projects in
Israel

The first meeting of the National Association for Bernard van Leer Foundation-
associated projects in Israel was held.

Advisory Mission to the project for Improving the Care and Education cf the
Young Child in the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba

More than 250 education specialists from around Spain met at a national work-
shop hosted by the Andalucia project

The Craigroyston Under-Fives Centre in Edinburgh,
UK, was praised for its 'innovatory and exciting work'
in an editorial in the prestigious Times Educational
Supplement

Dr Janny Holwerda-Kuipers, Director of the Young
Families at Risk project in The Netherlands, spent a
week visiting projects in Edinburgh and Aberdeen,
UK.

The Alternative Child Care Services project collabor-
ated with the Asian Institute of Development Broad-
casting to produce a series of television spots on
parenting techniques which were broadcast
nationally in Malaysia

Singapore's President, Mr Wee Kim Wee, paid an
official visit to the Institute of Education, where he saw a display of the work of the
Foundation-supported project to improve the cognitive and social development
of pre-school children.

A five-day workshop for 40 early childhood care and education specialists was
organised by the Ate-Vitarte project in Peru.

A four-day national seminar, hosted by the Arco -Iris project, allowed all the Foun-
dation-supported projects in Brazil to meet together for the first time to discuss
options for the care and education of young children.

The new South African network of Foundation-supported projects organised its
first training seminar.

The three Portuguese projects (HERA) held a major inter-project meeting,
together with a national seminar attended by more than 180 educationalists,
government officials and politicians.

Two staff members from the Ate-Vitarte project in Lima, Peru visited the Pilot Pre-
School Training project in Morocco.

Representatives from the Foundation-supported project working in the slum
areas of Caracas, Venezuela, appeared on a national television programme to
describe the work of the project
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March 1987

April 1987

Dr Man-Lucy Jaramillo, the principal investigator with the Hispanic family edu-
cation programme in New Mexico, USA, was awarded the Anne Roe Award from
the Harvard University Graduate School of Education for her contribution in the
field of education to women's professional growth

Coordinators from the Programme for Early Childhood Education in Botswana
Lesotho and Swaziland held their second seminar in Lesotho

Dina Lipsky, from the Beta Israel project in Israel. spent 10 days with projects in
the UK and Ireland to study their home visiting programmes

Three staff members from the Nicaraguan Ministry of Education, responsible for
the Foundation-supported Pre-school Project in Rural Areas, attended a three-
week training course organised by the International Centre for Education and
Human Development (CINDE) in Colombia.

Advisory Mission to the Alternative Child Care Services project in Malaysia.

Ow+ e non-lormal me-
;school programme for
culnoall peripheral
econnutrunes, 1lexu 0

May 1987

Professor Henning Johansson, Director of the Umea project in Sweden, gave a
series of lectures about the format and progress of the project at McGill Univer-
sity's Department of Education in Montreal, Canada

The Khmer Women's Association, which operates a Foundation-supported
project in refugee camps in Thailand, acted as the principal host for the visit of
British Foreign Secretary, Sir Geoffrey Howe, to five of the camps

The Foundation moved offices in The Hague

Advisory Mission to the People's Republic of China

Four representatives from the National Trades Union Congress.
which operates two Foundation-supported projects in
Singapore. visited child care projects in West Germany, The
Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom to study the ways
in which the community and parents participate

A national workshop on adult education was hosted by CINDE in
Colombia

above, on Me edge of
ComaS, I enezuela
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The leader of the French project to involve parents from underprivi-
leged milieux in parent-run pre-school centres visited the project in
the Federal Republic of Germany which is working with mothers and
children from the immigrant Turkish community
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June 1987

July 1987

August 1987

September 1987

October 1987

November 1987

The Moroccan Minister of Youth and Sport officially
opened the new training centre and model pre-school
being used by the Pi let Pre-school Training project in
Rabat

Advisory foission to the Bicultural Early Childhood
Education project in Norway

A national conference on the Foundation-supported
Child Development Programme was held in Manches-
ter, UK, and was attended by more than 500 people.

Project staff from Sabah and Sarawak (Malaysia)
attended a week-long seminar organised by the Sara-
wak project on involving the community A key
resource person was Margaret Kabiru from the Kenyan
National Cer tre for Early Childhood Education.

Mom
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Zimbabwe's Minister of Community Development and
Women's Affairs officially opened a National Training Centre for pre-scnuol
workers

Mrs Mapitso Malepa, Director of the Entokozweni Early Learning Centre, was
elected National Chairperson of the South African Association for Early Child-
hood Education, a multiracial grouping of centres and individuals working to
stimulate the development of early childhood care and education throughout the
country

A national seminar on Early Childhood Education in Kenya was hosted by the
Ministry of Education and the Foundation, and was attended by more than 80
participants.

A week-long training workshop was organised by the South African network

A first meeting of Foundation-supported projects in Italy was held in Milan,
hosted by the Tempo per le Famiglie project

Father Gerard Pantin, founder of Servol in Trinidad and Tobago, was awarded an
honorary doctorate by Duquesne University of Pittsburgh, USA in recognition of
his work in education

The Foundation-supported projects in Scotland held a three-day meeting on
evaluation issues

A national workshop on promotoras was organised by the Resource and Docu-
mentation Centre run by CINDE in Colombia

Nine project staff attended the week-long Project Staff Workshop at the Foun-
dation's headquarters in The Hague.

The Foundation-supported International Centre for Education and Human
Development (ciniDE) in Colombia began advising the Ministry of Education in
Panama on training courses in early childhood education.

The Foundation's Honorary Consultant for the Caribbean, mr Dudley Grant, was
awarded the Order of Distinction by the President of Jamaica

Nearly 100 people attendcj a weekend meeting organised by the HERA network
of Foundation-supported projects in Portugal

Third Eastern Hemisphere Seminar, Newcastle, Australia, on 'Children at the
Margin. A Challenge for Parents, Community and Professionals' (see page 61)

A meeting on the Child Development Programme was held in Dublin. Ireland

A national seminar on parent education was organised by the Alternative Child
Care Services project in Malaysia

The Director of the Foundation-supported project at the Museum of Education in
The Netherlands and the Deputy Director of the Museum spent 10 days in the
eastern United States and Canada examining how other museums use their col-
lections so that they can be accessible and comprehensible for children
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December 1987

A national workshop to discuss home-based pre-
scnool education was organised by CINDE in
Colombia.

The National Trades Union Congress in

Singapore organised a seminar on 'Parent
Involvement, key to enriching peoples' lives'
which was attended by 200 people including
participants from overseas

.;:c7"

Two leaders of Foundation-supported projects in Israel gave presentations of ..4481
their programmes to students from 18 developing countries studying early child-
hood education at the Mount Carmel Irternational Centre for Community
Studies

The Foundation-supported project in Peru the National Centre for training pre-
school workers published two children's books in Quechua, the language of
the indigenous population in the Andes

A video made for the Flemish Training and Resource Centre in Ghent, Belgium
which looks at the relationship between childminders and the parents of the chil-
dren, was premiered to an enthusiastic audience of press, childminders, and
parents
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International Seminars
The Foundation NeN OIL ill action

From its earliest days, the Foundation has
organised international seminars in Older to

bring together practitioners and specialists to
discuss a particular theme. The first of these as
in Jerusalem in 1972 and o scussed cuiliculum
in early childhood education.

During the present decade, the Foundation has
expressed its priorities in terms of three broad
themes luch highlight key issues in current
social policy in most countries: 'Children of
migiants and minorities', 'Children in exceptional
family circumstances', and 'Children in crisis'.
The first of these was explored at a seminal in
Granada. Spain in 1984 under the title
'Multicultural societies earls childhood
education and care'. The second and third topio
sere the subjects of internation,d seminar~ held
(luting the tv,o years undo reic. The first as
in Lima. Peru in May 1986 uncle' the title 1 he
parent as plum, educator changing patterns of
parenthood', and the second as in Ncsscastle,
Australia in November 1987 under the title
'Children at the margin: a challenge tin parents,
communities and professionals
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The parent as prime educator

Peru ssas a most appropriate location for this
seminar m.hich as attended b) 37 project
leaders and representatives of associated
institutions from IS countries, The seminar was
inaugurated by the Minister of Education, Dr.
Gime' Pango Vildoso, in the presence of Dia
Pilar Nores de Garcia, the site of the President
of the Republic. In collaboration ith the
Foundation. Peru has gone fat in sorbing out
and applying a model of loss -cost, pale111-
01 Mlle(' early childhood education.

Not surprisingly. the Seminar spelled out the
tole of the faiml) in the deselopment of children,
la)ing particular stress on the tole of the minket.
'mothers ssith pool self-concept sill pass this on
to then children'. But insistence on the role of
the patent and the unpin tancc of the paia-
plotessional does not dens the professional a
role On the contlin), it demands of the
plotessionid an esen highet level of
sophistication in supporting, the flout line
worker and, of course, opens the a\ to a ness



\ ie.\\ tit cost-elfeetkeness. Time ssas a clear
lealisation that 'patenting is no Ringer an
amateur business* Equall, the decline in the
quality of family relationships \\ as not seen as
something \\ Inch can be oft set by deploying
armies of professionals. Whether in Ness York in
Lima, the bottom line ssas clear: families has e to
be habilitated, not rehabilitated. not 'clued' of
sonic supposed deficiency. Out of the
habilitation process parents emerge confident in
\\ hat they can gist to their children and sure in
\\hat the can do for their communities

Programmes for swung children still rate loss on
the educational polio-maker's scale of priorities
and the evidence brought to the table at the
Lima seminar of the social and economic 5\orth
of such programmes can base the effect of re-
shaping at least some of these priorities.

The report of the Seminar ssas published in
English in September 1986 and, subsequently, in
Spanish and Portuguese language setsions. The
report has pro\ ed to be something of a 'best-
seller' and, for the first time in the Foundation's
history, a repaint of the English-language version
ssas undertaken

Children at the margin

In Nmembel 1987, 30 project leaders and
representatk es of associated institutions loom IS
countries \\ ere brought together by the
Foundation for an international seminar held at
the Ness castle College tit Ads anced Education in
Ness South Wales, Australia The seminar was
officially opened by His Excellency Su Milian
Stephen, the Go\ ernoi-Gencial of Australia

The theme of the seminar gave an opportunity
lot pat ticipants to explore the complex set of
social. odium'. political, economic, lehgious,
geoglimlue and envuonmental factors which
inter act to create communities, families and
in 'duals who are described as marginalised.
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The Ausuahan pioiects pros ided a constant
leminder of the seriousness of the problems
lacing marginalised communities, \%orking as
the do \\ ith Aboriginal communities, families
lasing in caravan parks, and isolated rural
families. Their experience, and the experiences
of the participants from Asia, the Pacific, Africa.
Europe and North America, demonstrated the
unkeisal nature of the topics under discussion.
Clear parallels could be found bemeen, for
instance', the situation of Australian Aborigines
and indigenous populations in northern Europe
and North and Latin America, or in the
prospects lacing loss-income families w urban
areas in Singapore, Italy and the United States.

The experience of inno\ atke programmes in
diserse settings points to the importance of
helping disad\ antaged communities to di ass on
their own resources in seeking to affect change.
The possibilities for this change depend on the
establishment of a COIICSI\ e partnership of
families, communities, part- professionals and
professionals \\orking together to identify needs
and the means of alloiating tit int.:seining
marginalisation.

There are no sunple solution, to the problems of
disad\ antage and the seminar found no 'miracle
cure*. But it stressed the paramount importance
of insolving communities fully in programmes
\\ Inch require mitiatkes that empo\\ er and
mobilise communities to take an active part in
tinding solutions, rather than passkel accepting
the ads ice and set \ ices that ale, far too often,
inadequately provided tot them

I he report of the seminal ssas published b\ the
Foundation, in English, in Feln limy 1988
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Publications and Media

The

peilod 1986-1987 sass an increasing effort
on the part of the Foundation to

communicate more widely the icsults at user 20
years' experience in the field of catty childhood
care and education.

The first Biennial Report. which was published
in 1986 and covered the cark during 1984-
1985. also served to explain the origins of the
Foundation and outlined its early history in
moving from an institution with broad
humanitarian goals to one which is more
targeted on the educational and other needs of
disadvantaged children. The Biennial Report
generated a posinse response from the projects.
project sponsors. government ministries. Van
Leer companies. and a \ ide range of
international and educational organisations.
many of w hunt commented on the quality of the
presentation, the clarity of the descriptions, and
most important of all, the impressive efforts of
the projects around the solid to challenge the
effects of disadvantage in so many innovative
and inspiring ways.

Another publication sshlch has proved to be
popular was the summary report and conclusions
of the seminar on 'The Parent as Prime
Educator' held in Lima. Pau in 1986. The
demand for the report was so high that the
English language sersion was reprinted. and both
Spanish and Portuguese versions were produced.

The Newsletter. a iegular teat ore of the
Foundation's publications piogiamme since
1971, Lindeman a major recision at the end of
1986 both in term, of design and content. Vow
published regularly four times a year, each issue
covets in depth a major theme of relevance to
groups and individuals ()rising in the field of
early childhood care and education. utilising the
experience of the Foundation-supported projects
to illustrate the application of the theme in
practice. Among the topics covered in 1987

ere the multicultural context; the glossing
phenomenon of teenage parents: the
development and use of educational materials,
and health and nutiition. A special issue of the
Ncs,,lettc.i. The isoninginnegracht Years', \\ aS
produced in 1987 \,\ hen the Foundation moved
offices. It provided a selection of extracts from
the first 16 years of the Newsletter \\,111\711
illustrated some of the issues faced during that
time. With a grossing number of projects in
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Spanish-speaking countries. 1987 also sass the
introduction of an annual publication. Main
Infotnuatvo, which prodded a selection of
articles translated into Spanish from the
pre\ 'oils year's Newsletters.

Also during 1987, the Foundation launched a
series of Occasional Papers with the publication
of a study by Walter Balker on 'Early Childhood
Care and Education: the Challenge'. The second
in the series IN 'Meeting the Needs of Young
Children. Policy Alternatives', by Glen Numucht
and Marta Mango NI. \\ Ith Lydia Hearn. The
sales will continu to address issues of major
importance to policy make's, practitioners and
academics concerned with meeting the
educational and des elopmental needs of
disadvantaged children.

At the end of 1987. a colourful set of 12 posters
depicting the work of the Foundation and the
projects it supports 51. as produced in English and
Spanish. These, together with the 'Current
Prop AMC', \\ 111C11 pros ides brief descriptions
about the major projects supported. and
explanatory leaflets descrilmig the work of the
Foundation, completed the publications
programme dining the period.

However. another aspect of the communications
programme 55 as the development and
distribution Of video piesentations. A new side°,
'A Way of Thinking', based on the multicultural
education project for Saium and Torre Valley
Finnish children who Ilse in 'withal] Sweden.
was produced in 1986 as the fits' in a series of
films especially made tot the Foundation. Two
other videos, made dining the pet iod on behalf
of the projects concerned. are included in the
Foundation's series of videos. These ale 'Meta',
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base(' :.1 the \s kirk of the ploiect in Pei u. and
'Iniptmei mg luting Rclugees' made in lhailetnd

Nlan\ kit the pioiects are becoming ass ate of the
potential of \ ilICO to e\ plain the \sork the\ ate
doing to a \side, audience of lot naming
put poses Doling 1986 and 1987 Sideos \s ere
produced 1 oi lot pitnects in Belgium. Mani.
Colombia !,eland, Nlozambique. The
Nether lands. he Nc.tlici lands \
Nicatagua. Pet u. Portugal and the [lined
Kingdom.

`)L., eta' protects ha\ e begun producing iegulat
publications In Singapore, one 01 the
I outalation's No protect partner 's in that
count' the National Tiadcs Union Congless,
Matted a quailed\ lout nal. ,Vtuture. in 1986,
attiactRely produced in English and Chinese,
which aims to provide support for parents, care
givers, early childhood teachers, and health and
social set vice professionals. The Belgian Flemish
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-hawing and Resource Centre began producing a
magazine, litchi. lot childminders Inch has been
ail-memo\ ely received In Poi tugal. the RADIAI
pioject produced a bulletin. ,I Reds' (I he
Network!. S\ hien helps to publicise the plinect's

'I he ( hild Deselopment hogiamme in the l h,
the International Centre Ito I (nil:It:an and
Ironton (10 ClOprOCIII IND! ) in ( olombia, and
the National Centre tot Lally hildhood
Education (NA( ( lase all produced
a considetable number of teaching, and limning
materials for use b children. patents.
community member~, pain-piolessionals and
professionals
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In the cane ut hena, no leo' than 16 illuNtiated
hook 01 NtwitiN 101 cluldien hate been piodueed
b the project in 16 ditteient language,. In moot
caNeN, theoe ale the hiNt book~ Ckel to he
publklied in thoNe langua.:es 00 Illeh ate
Npeelheall fur children 1 otoneo acre all
collected and edited be project otafi horn ()Wei
member, of the communnieN eonceined,
Similaik in Pew, the project hao publiNhed tau
illuNtiated hooka tai children, one of which haN a
Quechua Int, the othei hating both Quechua
and Spankh te\t,, Quechua io the language
Npoken ht the indigenouo population in the
Pei UN lan Antic,. and theoe ale the htot book,. to
be puhliNhed lot theoe chilchen
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19'9 and 1954 at the I fat aid Graduate School
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the hot 01 publication,. pioducedb
Foundation-Nupported plojeck IN long. All
plojeek produce reaulat lepork 01 then
Nome of \\ Inch ate aimed at Npleading a meNNage
to a broader public, In addition to duke airead'
mentioned, ploteck in Belgium, Maid, Mala
I he \etheilanck, 1 he NethedandN AntilleN and

Aruba. Portugal, Spain and Venezuela hate
produced booklets and hoolo dui In;: the pei iod
untie! le \ 10\ ,

IheNe and mant mho plojett matemaIN are kept
on tile at the loundation'N Project Reoource
(cline in I he I lap.:. \\ 111(.11 dl`o,enlindle,. rupico
of Matellak to piolecto engaged in similai
actRitieN

'I he Foundation IN Inten`thing It', CHOW, to
promote the e\thange 01 fele\ ant proiett-
tNtlel Melt Matt:1141k io part of Ito novioiking
programme, and to ohmic the Netttoik'N wealth
of evenente ttith concerned inNtitutionN and
pioteNNIonaIN betond the Netttork



Introduction
Financial Report

The Bernard %an Leer Foundation is the
beneficiary shareholder of Royal Packaging

Industries Van Leer BY, the holding company of
the Van LLer Group of Companies, the shares
and accumulated reserves of which are held
within the Van Leer entity by the Van Leer
Group Foundation, a separate body. The
Trustees of the Bernard \an Leer Foundation are
as such also Governors of the Group Foundation
and are assigned by that Foundation to form the
Supervisory Board of Royal Packaging Indusuies
Van Leer BV.

The Bernard van Leer Foundation does not,
itself, hold any assets, nor does it receive income
other than what is annually made available to It
by the Van Leer Group Foundation. By its
statutes, the Group Foundation is required to
furnish from its income the funds necessary for
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the Foundation to carry out its activities. The
contributions made by 'third parties' mentioned
in the Accounts, are additional monies made
asallable as donations to Foundation-supported
projects by the Van Leer Group of Companies.

When the Foundation's Board of Trustees
approves a grant to a project, the monies are
earmarked for the duration of the project. On
the basis of this earmarking, the Foundation
commits itself, by means of a Letter of Grant, to
making available the appropriate sum for the
project. Thus the Foundation's Income and
Expenditure Accounts shove funds reserved for
projects and not actual payments. However, the
earmarking of funds by Trustees and the
commitment of funds by a Letter of Grant do
not always take place in the same financial
year.



Balance Sheets
as at
31 December

1987 1986

ASSETS D11 DO. DO. 1)11.

Van Leer Group Foundation
current account 70.825.757 67.694,376

Cash & hank 2.779,100 69.777

Debtors 372.725 19,172

Fi\ed assets 140,272 121,511

Secured loan,. 301,077 585,913

74,418,931 68,490.849

LIABIL11 1ES

Project commitments (1) 54,612,300 52,248.800

Creditors 792,588 531.041

55.404.888 52,779.841

E \ cess of ih,ets o er lialulitic,. 19,014.043 15,711,008

NE- I CAPITAL (2)

Nominal Foundation capital 1.000.000 1.000,000

General i eAer e 2,500.000 2.000,000

Reser ed foi eku mai ked but not et
committed piotect giants

8.931,500 6,776,800

As ailahlc for earmarking 6.582.543 5,934,208

Net capital 19.014.043 15,711.008
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Income
and Expenditure
Accounts

1987 1986

1 \( 0 \i1- 1)11 1)11

11located 11N \ an I eel Gump I MillWitiOn 27.5(00)0 27.500.000

( allididt1011 of pro(ect commtimentN 2.794.444 4.761.903

Inteleq 222.176 23.404

\11,,eellancon, income 12 358 8..318

30.518.978 31.193.625

/. \ pEADI I t RI

.1Litial commitim lit for pi oicet.
and grant. (3) 19.1)89.944 15.222.226

PT °gran) Me ei \ ice and .1dminlration (4) 8.090.021 5.786.947

1 whangc 'ate (11th:tenet:. 45.978

27.225.943 21.009.173

1_ \ CC's`, of ineOnIC ON el c \ pk..nchluit.. 3.303,03; 11.284,452

3n.;,;078 32.293.625
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Notes
on the Financial
SidtenientS

1987 1986

Gi'NERAL

All items in the financial statement ate stated at
lace \ aloe. unle4o, other he noted

Tangible fixed a40,04, are \ allied at purchase cost
after deduction of depiecmtionlhed on the
estimated lifetime of the assets.

The bank accounh in foreign currenc\ are \ alued
at the rate4, of exchange at balance sheet date

The \ aluation of project commumenh is based on
the rates 01 exchange at the time of submission to
the Board of Trustees. taking into account a
margin for future IluctuatRh.

NOTES ON THE BALANCE SHEETS 1)11 1)11 1)11 1)11

(I) Project commitments

Balance 1 Januar\ 51.14s.s00 54.2:47.744
Add
Total commitments tut pl OW( t and granh
dining the sear

2() S19,300 2I.:44.276

79.06:4.100 76.172.1)20

1 e.
ancellation of pi olect commitments 2.%'94.4 ;4 4.761.903

Protect uhtalmenh paid 21 661.16 19.161,317

24.4" Sou 23.923,210

612.100 52.248.800

OtlhlandIDU pdMCIll to plOICCN
ChedUled a. 10110A',
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19:47 I 7.000
19 \S 11,664,000 1 7.733.200
19:,9 16.111.100 6.340.00
1990 10.675.900 2.158.100
1991 1 9'N 100

54.611.300 5.2.248,800
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Notes
on the Financial
Statements

(2) Net capital

13almh:e 31 I) e Ce nthe I

1987

Dt1

15.711.0(18

1986

1)11.

1.147.556
NI (1% c MC II t ,,

17. \ ce 01 i II Coln c o' cr [Apt:MIMI! c 3.311 3m35 11.284,452
Cancellation of pl 01 tion for Admini.tiatRe
E \ pendnui e 3279.000

Balance 31 Decembei 19.014.043 15.711,008

NOTES ON 1NCONIE AND
FXPENDITURE ACCOUNTS

(3) Actual commitments for projects and grants

-total commitment. tot pi oject and grant.
monitored 1) &maid an Leer Foundation 26.819.3410 21.884.276

Le,
Actual c()"'"ulmenlmet h% contlibulion,
to ri oleo. b third pat tie. 7.729.356 6,662.050

Net commitment Bei nard an I eel Foundation 19 089.944 15.111.116

(4) Programme services and administration

Pei onnel 4.581,346 1.701.179

Proe.ramme el % ice.
Con tilt ant. 144.431 127.431
Stall tia% el 429.423 350.u84
Netv, oil. support 411 .921) 254.574
Documentation and publk anon. 11(C7 357.972

1 29(4,0.7,1 1,090,96I

Nclininination
Preini.c. and equipment 794.9-7.1 4c9.916
01 lice e \ pen.e. 101.466 245.937
Nli.(.cIlaneou and ,..neral Lot 19(1.7o4 288.954
Itelm.ation office\ 810,478

2 21 7.622 994,807

I oral 1911 IC I c. 786,947
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Auditors Report

\e hate e\ammed the aecounh of the 13einaid
tan Lcer Foundation tor the ear. ended 31
December. I9S7 and 31 December. 1986

In on opinion. ba,..ed upon thi,, e\ammation the
Balance Sheet', and the Income and Evenditure
Account together \trill the Note thereon. gite
a true and tail lett of the linancial port:on at
3; December. 19S7 and 31 Deeembel. l9 and
of the roult. opelation,, for the tear then
ended.

\loret << Limpeig

1 he 11aore. II \In,
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Organisation
(July 1988)

Board of Trustees

J Kremer., (Netherlands) Chairman. Go\ ernoi of
the Pimince of Limbuig
P zu,man (Isiad) Vice Chairman. Professor of
Agmultural Economics. Hebrew Cm\ ersit \ of
Jerusalem
Mrs M.0 Benton (t sA). Honorary Chao. Sioe
the Children Federation
\V \V Cross (t. SA). Piesident. Essex Machine
\korks Inc.
V. Halberstadt (Netherlands). Professor of Public
Finance. Universit of Leiden
L NI Kretzers (Netherlands). Vice-Chairman.
Board of Directors. Dutch State Mines
P J J. Rich (France). President and (1:0. Societ
Gthu.'.rale de Sur edlance. S.A
i. Samren (Sweden). President and (1-0. SAS
Serx ice Partner

Administration

Executive Director's office

WA! Welling
NI C L \ an Gendt

Executi\ c Director
Executi\ e Director
Designate

R Z Swim') Principal Coordinating
Office!

Nlrs A NI Leendertse Pcisonal Assistant to
the Executive Directoi

J Keuken Information specialist

Consultants

G. l3etancui N1cpa Special Consultant foi
(Colombia) Latin America
I) R 13 Giant (Jamaica) Special Consultant for

the Caribbean
11 Philp (Austialia) Special Consultant foi

Austialasia
NIrs. J. Baiocchi (Brazil)
P Houmollei (South Africa)
Y. Paz (Israel)
A. l-laak NI I) Medical Ads isei

Department of Programme Development
and Training

A. W. Wood

Ms. H.J.A. Zwitscr
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Deputy Executive
Director, Programmes
Deputy Director of the
Department

Mrs..1 A. I laitman
W \ an der Ex ken

Ms K Torkington
Ms. R.N. Cohen

Ms. J Brouwer
NI, G Teo

Departmental Secietary
Head. Studies and
k ablation
Head. Training
Head. Publication. and
Media Unit
Programme Officer
Editorial Associate

Department of Project Operations
and Resources

N J A \ an
Oudenlim en
E Tonkes

Ms I, K Jones

H. Schreurs

Mrs. E.A Kamm!

Mrs c, N Jimenez-
\ an Velzen
N1.J. Matahcru

R.M.It S\\ Innen
Mrs. C. Deleroi

Mrs. P Nimpuno-
Parente
Ms E 13. Coltholl

Deptliy Execute
Director. Operations
Senior Programme
Specialist
Senior Programme
Specialist
Senior Programme
Specialist
Departmental Support
Officer

Piogramme Specialist
Programme Specialist
Programme Specialist

Programme Officer

Programme Officer
Programme Of fieei.
Resources

Support Services

Administration and finance

A \. A. Scheele Senior Administrative
Officer

Travel, conference and visitors' services

Mrs P.E. Visscher-
Vcrheusen Head of Section

General services

NIrs S I- NI Peaison Ottiee Manager
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